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      February 2016

“AUREUM” GB COLOUR BROCHURE

Dear Collector,

The Specialist Great Britain Department are proud to present the “AUREUM” collection of the 
Queen Victoria Jubilee issues. One of the most prestigious Victorian collections ever assembled, 
the wealth of material represents a unique opportunity for philatelists. We now hold our most 
comprehensive stock ever of this issue.
 
Prices start from £20, and with over 500 items available, there is sure to be something to 
enhance the collection of even the most specialised philatelist. Amongst the abundance of 
proofs, essays and colour trials, there are also numerous listed varieties, Controls and plating 
pieces. Even if there’s something on your wants list that isn’t available; do get in touch as we 
have further material that may be of interest.

Should you wish to discuss any items further, or indeed contact us regarding any of your 
Great Britain Specialist requirements we would be delighted to hear from you. Once you have 
selected an item that you would like to add to your collection, to avoid disappointment, please 
contact us directly. Alternatively you can send the enclosed order form to the printed address. 

We hope you enjoy exploring this exquisite collection as much as we have enjoyed describing it.
 

 

Mark Facey Michael Barrell            Sabreen Kullean
GB Account Manager         GB Account Manager            GB  Account Manager  
Tel: 020 7557 4424 Tel: 020 7557 4448    Tel: 020 7557 4419
mfacey@stanleygibbons.com mbarrell@stanleygibbons.com skullean@stanleygibbons.com

Victoria Lajer
GB Assistant Manager
Tel: 020 7557 4464
vlajer@stanleygibbons.com
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l 1 SG. 1884 Small head die proof. Very fine small head
die proof with white background upon a square
hatched surround printed in black on white glazed (92
x 60mm). Scarce. Ex. DLR Archive Sale & Aureum.
P15613176 £1,900.00 

l 2 SG. 1884 Small head proof. Very fine striking book
piece bearing a small head proof with white
background upon a square hatched surround printed
in black on white glazed card mounted on buff paper
(41 x 28mm). Endorsed in manuscript "Dec 24 1884,
10 Leads". Scarce. Ex. DLR Archive Sale & Aureum.
P15613175 £1,900.00 

l 3 SG. 1885 Adopted "Jubilee" head die proofs (Die 289).
Very fine pair of cut to stamp size proofs printed in
black on white glazed card, one with solid black
circular surround and the other with a white circular
surround within a square. Scarce, Wiseman rarity H.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613181 £2,250.00 

l 4 SG. 1885 Adopted "Jubilee" head die proof (Die 288).
Very fine example printed in black on white glazed
card, with circular black surround with two slots and
solid shading around head. Scarce, Wiseman rarity H.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613177 £1,500.00 

l 5 SG. 1885 Adopted "Jubilee" head die proof (Die 289).
Very fine example printed in black on white glazed
card, with circular black surround with two slots and a
thin white line around head. Endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "2 JUL 85". Scarce, Wiseman
rarity H. Ex. Aureum.
P15613180 £1,500.00 

l 6 SG. 1885 Adopted "Jubilee" head die proof (Die 288).
Very fine example printed in black on white glazed
card, with circular black surround with two slots and
solid shading around head. Endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING", dated "2 JUL 85" and "288" in
manuscript at lower left. Scarce, Wiseman rarity H. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613178 £1,500.00 

l 7 SG. 1885 Adopted "Jubilee" head die proof (Die 288).
Very fine example printed in black on white glazed
card, with circular black surround with two slots and
solid shading around head. Endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "2 JUL 85". Scarce, Wiseman
rarity H. Ex. Aureum.
P15613179 £1,500.00 

l 8 SG. 1894 DLR Dummy Proof. Very fine DLR dummy
proof printed in black on white glazed card (60 x
83mm) showing an alternative queen's head design
surrounded by an intricate border with cleared tablets
at top and at foot. Endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING"
and dated "4 SEP 94". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614082 £1,250.00 

l 9 SG172,197var 1881-87 1/2d & 1d Die Proofs. Very fine
pair of die proofs from the DLR striking book, both
printed in black on white glazed card and affixed to a
piece (49 x 53mm). Endorsed in manuscript "Aug- 16/
12 leads from/ each die". A spectacular and unique
piece. Ex. DLR Archives & Aureum.
P15611346 £3,250.00 

H 10 SG172var 1881 1d Lilac "Jubilee" (Die II, 16 Dots).
Very fine and fresh unused o.g. block of four with
"PEARS' SOAP" advertisement on reverse in blue.
Lightly mounted on obverse of top pair only. An
attractive and scarce multiple. Spec. K8(1)l. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613187 £2,500.00 

l 11 SG197var 1886 1/2d Die proof. Very fine die proof
printed in black on white glazed card (91 x 60mm)
endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "5 FEB
1886". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611283 £1,500.00 

l 12 SG197var 1886 1/2d Die proof. Very fine die proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
dated "22 MAR 1886". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611284 £1,500.00 

l 13 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed in manuscript "AFTER STRIKING",
dated "May 5-" and initialled "GFS". Small patch of
superfluous glue at top left of design nevertheless a
presentable example of this scarce proof. Cat £1500.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611286 £850.00 

l 14 SG197var 1886 1/2d Die proof. Very fine die proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed "AFTER STRIKING", initialled "G.F.S." in
manuscript and dated "28 JUN 1889". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611285 £1,500.00 

l 15 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER STRIKING", dated "11 DEC
00" and initialled in manuscript "CS". Previously
unlisted with this date and to be included in the next
Stanley Gibbons Great Britain Specialised Queen
Victoria Vol.1 Catalogue. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611287 £1,500.00 

l 16 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 1 & 2 bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on buff card (55 x 54mm) endorsed
"Feb 23, 26/ 2 Formes/ 240 Leads" and "Die 17
March, 3 plates aug 30. 86" in red manuscript.
Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-1. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15613002 £1,300.00 

l 17 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plate 3 bearing a die proof in
black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (53 x 53mm) endorsed "May 6,
240 Leads" and "Aug 30. 86" in red manuscript.
Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-2. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15613003 £1,300.00 

l 18 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plate repairs bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on buff card (49 x 46mm) endorsed
"May 14, 6 Leads". Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-3. Ex.
DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613004 £1,300.00 

l 19 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 7 & 8 bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on buff card (54 x 37mm) endorsed
"Aug 19, 240 Leads/ Aug 22, 240 Leads". Unique.
Wiseman Ref. FAc-5. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613006 £1,300.00 

KEY TO SYMBOLS

J Unmounted Mint

H Mint

§ Used

t Used on piece

* Cover/Wrapper/Entire

F Forgery

q Colour Trial/Essays/Imprimatur/Cancel

l Die Proof/Cinderella/Ephemera

B Booklets

S Specimen
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l 20 SG197var 1886 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 4, 5 & 6 bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on buff card (50 x 52mm) endorsed
"July 21, 240 Leads/ July 29, 240 Leads/ July 29, 240
Leads". Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-4. Ex. DLR Archive
& Aureum.
P15613005 £1,300.00 

l 21 SG197var 1897 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 31, 32, 33 & 34 bearing
a die proof in black on white glazed card, cut to
stamp size and mounted on card (57 x 53mm)
endorsed with several dates, subsequent leads taken
on those dates, plate and current numbers. Unique.
Wiseman Ref. FAc-15. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613012 £1,300.00 

l 22 SG197var 1888 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 9, 10, 11 & 12 bearing a
die proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp
size and mounted on buff card (54 x 47mm) endorsed
"June 13, 240 Leads/ June 20, 240 Leads/ June 26,
240 Leads/ July 20, 240 Leads". Unique. Wiseman Ref.
FAc-6. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613007 £1,300.00 

l 23 SG197var 1900 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 65, 66, 67, 68, 69 & 70
bearing a die proof in black on white glazed card, cut
to stamp size and mounted on card (57 x 92mm)
endorsed with several dates, subsequent leads taken
on those dates, plate and current numbers. Unique.
Wiseman Ref. FAc-20. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613013 £1,300.00 

l 24 SG197var 1891 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24
bearing a die proof in black on white glazed card, cut
to stamp size and mounted on buff card (68 x 52mm)
endorsed with many dates and subsequent leads
taken on that date. Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-9. Ex.
DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613008 £1,300.00 

l 25 SG197var 1893 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 25 & 26 bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on card (60 x 54mm) endorsed "Oct 20,
240 Leads/ Oct 25, 240 Leads". Unique. Wiseman Ref.
FAc-10. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613009 £1,300.00 

l 26 SG197var 1894 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plate repairs bearing a die
proof in black on white glazed card, cut to stamp size
and mounted on card (47 x 56mm) endorsed "July 26,
12 Leads". Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-11. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15613010 £1,300.00 

l 27 SG197var 1895 1/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine
striking book piece for plates 27, 28, 29 & 30 bearing
a die proof in black on white glazed card, cut to
stamp size and mounted on card (54 x 60mm)
endorsed with several dates and subsequent leads
taken on those dates. Unique. Wiseman Ref. FAc-12.
Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613011 £1,300.00 

q 28 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614068 SOLD

H 29 SG197var 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. example showing cracked plate
variety. Scarce. Spec. K27(3)j.
P15614060 £55.00 

H 30 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion. Very fine unused o.g.
(lightly mounted in margin only) top marginal
example with variety "Imperforate top margin". Light
gum bend in margin nevertheless of fine appearance
and extremely rare, believed to be one of only four
examples recorded. Spec. K27(2)h. Ex. Silkin, Kay Jay
& Aureum.
P15612378 £4,750.00 

J 31 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine set
of four unmounted o.g. blocks of four in all shades as
per the Great Britain Queen Victoria specialised
catalogue Volume 1 (Deep Vermilion, Vermilion,
Orange-Vermilion and Pale Vermilion). Spec. K27(1, 2,
3 & 4). Ex. Aureum.
P15614017 SOLD

J 32 SG197var 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top marginal block of fifteen
showing cracked plate variety to the bottom two
stamps in the middle column. Scarce and unusual.
Spec. K27(3)var.
P15614061 £195.00 

J 33 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. marginal block of twenty four from
the left side of the 480 mill sheet showing central
interpannaeu gutter between two complete horizontal
strips of twelve with part watermark letter "D" in lower
right margin. Vertical crease affecting the second
column nevertheless a rare and attractive positional
multiple. Ex. Aureum.
P15614012 £125.00 

H 34 SG197var 1887 1/2d Deep vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. complete bottom marginal "No
control" horizontal strip of twelve from Plate 1 taken
from the left side of the 480 mill sheet, marginal
setting 1A, perf type P. Six stamps unmounted o.g.
including R.20/11 without control. Minor corner fault
on right hand stamp nevertheless a magnificent
example of this scarce control taken from the first
printing plate of this issue, wonderful deep colour.
Spec. K27(1)/ KC1. Ex. Aureum.
P15614013 £2,500.00 

H 35 SG197var 1887 1/2d Deep vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. bottom right hand corner
marginal "No control" block of six from Plate 1 taken
from the right side of the 480 mill sheet, marginal
setting 1A, perf type P. Bottom three stamps
unmounted o.g. including R.20/11 (Without control),
showing watermark cross "M" confirming the variety is
from the bottom of the sheet and not from the
interpannaeu marginal piece half way down the sheet.
A magnificent example of this scarce control with
wonderful deep colour. Spec. K27(1)/ KC1. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614014 £1,750.00 

H 36 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "A"
block of six (Five stamps unmounted o.g.), marginal
setting 1B, perf type P, without rules from the left
hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614018 SOLD

H 37 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "B"
block of six (Bottom three stamps unmounted o.g.),
marginal setting 1B, perf type P, without rules from
the left hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Light diagonal
gum bend nevertheless an attractive positional piece.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614019 SOLD
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H 38 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "B"
block of twelve, marginal setting 2(a) with marginal
rules from the right hand side of the 480 mill sheet,
plate 7 Perf type P. A few minor gum tones
nevertheless a spectacular multiple from this
extremely rare control setting produced as an
emergency printing in January/ February 1887 when
Plate 5 was considered to be in too poor a condition
to continue printing. Wiseman rarity L with the only
other control example recorded being a single
residing in the British Postal Museum Archives R.M.
Phillips collection. Ex. Aureum.
P15614023 £750.00 

H 39 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom marginal control "C" horizontal pair,
marginal setting 2(a), perf type P, with marginal rules.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614024 SOLD

J 40 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "C" horizontal pair, marginal setting 1B,
without rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Perforated by the experimental C/D machine
with no extension hole in the side margin, this
prototype D perforating machine was used from 1887-
89 and is also recorded to have been used on the 1d
Lilac issue of the same period. A magnificent rarity
and the first example we have handled of either value
in over a decade. Ex. Aureum.
P15614020 £650.00

H 41 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "D"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 3 from plate 4A, perf
type P, from the left hand side of the 480 mill sheet
with squared marginal rules at corner. Small thin at
top of non control example nevertheless an attractive
example of this difficult marginal setting. Cat £250.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614057 £175.00 

H 42 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom marginal control "D" horizontal strip of
three from plate 11, marginal setting 1B, perf type P,
without marginal rules. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614050 £85.00 

H 43 SG197 1887 1/2d Deep vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "D" block of six (Bottom three stamps
unmounted o.g.) from plate 5, marginal setting 1B,
perf type P, without rules from the left hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Lovely deep colour, scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614021 £150.00 

J 44 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "D" horizontal strip of three from plate 7,
marginal setting 2(a), perf type P, with marginal rules
from the right hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614025 SOLD

H 45 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "E"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 3 from plate 4A, perf
type P, from the left hand side of the 480 mill sheet
with bevelled marginal rules at corner. An attractive
example of this difficult marginal setting. Ex. Aureum.
P15614058 £50.00 

H 46 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "E"
horizontal pair (Control example unmounted o.g.)
from plate 10, marginal setting 2(a), perf type P, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614026 SOLD

H 47 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "E"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 1B, perf type P,
without rules from the right hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Small thin at top of right hand stamp
nevertheless a presentable multiple of this rare
control. Wiseman rarity K. Ex. Aureum.
P15614022 £450.00 

H 48 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "F"
horizontal strip of three, marginal setting 3 from plate
4A, perf type P, from the left hand side of the 480
mill sheet with bevelled marginal rules at corner. An
attractive example of this difficult marginal setting.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614059 £60.00 

J 49 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom marginal control "F" example,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614051 £25.00 

H 50 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "F"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with
marginal rules from the right hand side of the 480
mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614028 SOLD

H 51 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "F"
horizontal strip of three, marginal setting 2(b), perf
type P, with marginal rules from the left hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614027 £38.00 

H 52 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "G" horizontal strip of three, marginal setting
2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules from the right
hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614030 SOLD

H 53 SG197 1887 1/2d Pale vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom marginal control "G" example,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules.
Rare perforation type on this control. Ex. Aureum.
P15614029 £250.00 

H 54 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "H"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614031 SOLD

H 55 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "H"
horizontal strip of three from plate 11, marginal
setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules from the
right hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Showing various
marginal rule breaks indicative of this plate, Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614048 £35.00 

H 56 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "I"
horizontal pair from plate 18, marginal setting 2(b),
perf type P, with marginal rules from the left hand
side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614032 SOLD

J 57 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "I" block of six from plate 18, marginal setting
2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules from the left
hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614033 £75.00 
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H 58 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "I"
block of six (Only top left hand stamp mounted) from
plate 16, marginal setting 2(b), perf type I, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Showing cracked frame line at top of R.20/10
and frame break on R.20/12. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614034 £95.00 

H 59 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "J" horizontal pair from plate 16, marginal
setting 2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules from the
left hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Showing frame
break variety on R.20/12. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614035 £125.00 

H 60 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "J"
horizontal pair from plate 16, marginal setting 2(b),
perf type P, with marginal rules from the left hand
side of the 480 mill sheet. Showing frame break
variety on R.20/12. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614036 SOLD

H 61 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "K" horizontal pair from plate 17, marginal
setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules from the
right hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614037 SOLD

H 62 SG197 1887 1/2d Deep vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "L" horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf
type P, with marginal rules from the left hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614039 SOLD

H 63 SG197 1887 1/2d Pale vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom marginal control "L" example,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules.
Scarce perforation type on this control. Ex. Aureum.
P15614038 £45.00 

H 64 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "M"
horizontal pair from plate 18 (Control example
unmounted o.g.), marginal setting 2(b), perf type I,
with marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480
mill sheet. A lovely late printing of this plate showing
major break in marginal rule. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614049 £40.00 

H 65 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "M" block of six (only mounted on the top left
hand stamp), marginal setting 2(b), perf type I, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614040 £55.00 

H 66 SG197 1887 1/2d Orange vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "M" horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf
type P, with marginal rules from the left hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614041 SOLD

H 67 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "N"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614043 £30.00 

H 68 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom marginal control "O" example showing
variety "Dot in oval under H", marginal setting 2(b),
perf type P, with marginal rules. Spec. K27(1)k. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614056 £32.00 

H 69 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion ""Jubilee"". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "O" horizontal strip of three from plate 19,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules
from the left hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614053 SOLD

H 70 SG197 1887 1/2d Pale vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom marginal control "O" example,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614052 £20.00 

H 71 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom marginal control "P" example, marginal
setting 2(b), perf type P. showing "Join in inner oval
under VE" variety. Spec. K27(1)l. Ex. Aureum.
P15614063 £32.00 

H 72 SG197 1887 1/2d Pale vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. bottom marginal control "P" example,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614046 £20.00 

J 73 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "P" block of six, marginal setting 2(b), perf
type I, with marginal rules from the left hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614055 SOLD

J 74 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "P" horizontal strip of three, marginal setting
2(b), perf type I, with marginal rules from the left
hand side of the 480 mill sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614045 £45.00 

H 75 SG197wi 1887 1/2d Vermilion (Wmk. Inverted, Repp
paper). Very fine unused o.g. bottom right hand
corner marginal control block of six from the right
side of the 480 mill sheet as indicated by cross "M"
watermark in sheet margin. Control ""Q"" ( Wiseman
Q18) Plate 51, marginal setting 2b, Perf type I on
Repp "Ribbed" Paper. A couple light wrinkles as to be
expected on a multiple of this size nevertheless a
magnificent positional piece of this difficult watermark
variety. Wiseman Spec. FAk-1 (Rarity M). Ex. Aureum.
P15614006 SOLD

H 76 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom marginal control "Q" horizontal pair,
marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with marginal rules
and showing shattered rule and damaged control
letter on R.20/11. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614054 SOLD

H 77 SG197 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine unused
o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal control "Q"
horizontal pair, marginal setting 2(b), perf type P, with
marginal rules from the left hand side of the 480 mill
sheet. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614047 £30.00 

J 78 SG197wi 1887 1/2d Vermilion (Wmk. Inverted). Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom marginal control block of
four. Control "Q" ( Wiseman Q22), marginal setting 2b,
Perf type I. Light soiling on bottom right hand stamp
nevertheless an attractive positional multiple of this
difficult watermark variety. Wiseman Spec. FAk-1
(Rarity M). Ex. Aureum.
P15614007 £350.00 

S 79 SG197s 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. block of four overprinted "SPECIMEN"
type 9. Scarce multiple. Ex. Aureum.
P15613188 £250.00 

S 80 SG197s 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
9. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613189 £50.00 
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S 81 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Superb unused
o.g. well centred example overprinted "CANCELLED"
type 14. Scarce. Spec. K27(2)t. Ex. Aureum.
P15613190 £1,150.00 

H 82 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine and
fresh unused o.g. right hand marginal example with
"PEARS' SOAP" advertisement on reverse in blue.
Scarce. Spec. K27(2)m. Ex. Aureum.
P15613184 £625.00 

S 83 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine and
fresh unused o.g. example with "PEARS' SOAP"
advertisement on reverse in blue, overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 9. Scarce. Spec. K27(2)n. Ex. Aureum.
P15613183 £1,300.00 

H 84 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine and
fresh unused o.g. block of four with "PEARS' SOAP"
advertisement on reverse in orange. Lightly mounted
on obverse of top pair only. An attractive and scarce
multiple. Spec. K27(2)m. Ex. Aureum.
P15613185 £2,500.00 

J 85 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine and
fresh unmounted o.g. block of four with "PEARS'
SOAP" advertisement on reverse in orange. An
attractive and scarce multiple. Spec. K27(2)m. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613186 £2,750.00 

H 86 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion. Very fine unused o.g.
horizontal pair with "Half-penny" under print in black.
Each stamp with a central pinhole from alignment of
the under print prior to printing. Rare, only 3 or 4
examples recorded. Spec. K27(2)p. Ex. Aureum.
P15612382 £9,000.00 

J 87 SG197var 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. example with violet "Ogilvie & Moore.
Cork" under print, previously unrecorded on this value
but to be included in the next Specialised Vol.1
catalogue. A marvellous new discovery from the family
of an ex-employee. Spec. PP147var. Ex. Aureum.
P15613182 £800.00 

J 88 SG197wi 1887 1/2d Vermilion (Wmk. Inverted). Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom marginal example of this
difficult watermark variety. Ex. Aureum.
P15614011 £75.00 

J 89 SG197wi 1887 1/2d Vermilion "Jubilee" (Wmk. Inverted).
Superb unmounted o.g. top marginal block of four
showing watermark inverted. Scarce multiple. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613191 £375.00 

H 90 SG197wi 1887 1/2d Vermilion (Wmk. Inverted). Very
fine unused o.g. bottom marginal control block of
twenty four (Twenty two stamps unmounted o.g.),
comprised of the complete bottom two rows of the
right side of the 480 mill sheet as indicated by cross
M watermark in sheet margin. Control "Q" ( Wiseman
Q17) Plate 51, marginal setting 2b, Perf type I. A
magnificent positional multiple of this difficult
watermark variety. Wiseman Spec. FAk-1 (Rarity M).
Ex. Aureum.
P15614005 £1,950.00 

J 91 SG197a 1887 1/2d Vermilion (Wmk. Inverted). Very fine
unmounted o.g. example printed on the gummed
side. Rare variety. Spec. K27(2)d.1978 RPS Cert. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612379 £4,750.00 

H 92 SG197c 1887 1/2d Vermilion. Very fine unused
example (without gum) doubly printed. A few perf
faults at right nevertheless an extremely visual variety
of the highest rarity. Only three examples are believed
to exist none of which are perfect. Cat. £30,000 Spec.
K27(2)f. Ex. Aureum.
P15612381 £22,500.00 

J 93 SG197d 1887 1/2d Vermilion. Very fine unmounted o.g.
imperforate top marginal example from setting 1
without jubilee line, sheet position R.1/9. Lightly
mounted on sheet margin only with a light diagonal
gum crease, nevertheless lovely colour and gum and
as such a great rarity. Only six printing plates were
used with setting 1, the imprimaturs sheets of which
all have the top rows intact confirming the status of
this example as an imperforate. Ex Aureum.
P15613853 £3,950.00 

J 94 SG197d 1887 1/2d Vermilion. Superb unmounted o.g.
bottom right hand corner marginal imperforate
example. Very rare. Spec. K27(2)g. 1997 BPA Cert. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612377 £6,500.00 

H 95 SG197,213var 1887-1900 1/2d Vermilion & 1/2d Dull
blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine matched pair of 1/2d
values from the Jubilee issue both left hand marginal
examples showing a superb offset of design on
reverse. Ex. Aureum.
P15613192 SOLD

H 96 SG197/211 1887 1/2d-1s "Jubilee". Very fine Stamp
Committee presentation card bearing eleven stamps
comprising of an 1881 1d Lilac and the original 1887
1/2d-1s "Jubilee" set of ten. Each stamp mounted within
a sunken bevelled frame. A few light tone spots
nevertheless an attractive page taken from a Stamp
Committee presentation book. Ex. Aureum.
P15614081 £1,500.00

H 97 SG197/211var 1887 1/2d-1s "Jubilee". Superb original
set of ten values individually mounted on thin card
with manuscript "Cancelled" in the hand of the then
"Controller of Stamps" J.S. Purcell. A unique set. Ex
Shaida & Aureum."
P15612383 SOLD

l 98 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "2 APR 1886". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611288 £1,550.00 

l 99 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) dated "12 APR 1886". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611289 £1,550.00 

l 100 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "8 JUN 1886". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611290 £1,650.00 

l 101 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on card (49 x 59mm) and annotated
in manuscript "Jan 19/240 Leads/ 10/959". Small
patch of gum below portrait nevertheless unique. Cat
£1450. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611349 £1,100.00 

l 102 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on buff card (21 x 48mm) and
annotated in manuscript "APR 29/240 Leads". Unique.
Cat £1450. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611351 £1,150.00 

l 103 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on buff card (57 x 48mm) and
annotated in manuscript "11/2d/ May 19/ 12 Leads".
Unique. Cat £1450. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611353 £975.00 
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l 104 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head & Duty Plate Die
Proofs. Very fine pair of head and duty plate die
proofs from the DLR striking book, both printed in
black on white glazed card and affixed to a piece (105
x 26mm). Endorsed in manuscript "May 16/ 240
Leads" & "May 28/ 240 Leads". A spectacular and
unique piece. Ex. DLR Archives & Aureum.
P15611347 £3,250.00 

l 105 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on card (44 x 52mm) and annotated
in manuscript "Aug 30/240 Leads/ 11/1006". Unique.
Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611350 £1,450.00 

l 106 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on card (44 x 52mm) and annotated
in manuscript "Sept 20/240 Leads". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611348 £1,450.00 

l 107 SG198var 1886 11/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine cut to size example from the DLR striking
books, mounted on buff card (51 x 24mm) and
annotated in manuscript "OCT 20/ 1886/240 Leads".
Unique. Cat £1450. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611352 £1,150.00

l 108 SG198var 1887 11/2d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
INNER LINE" with marginal line in black set close and
the duty plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide. Both
dated "August 19th 87" and initialled "WWD" (William
Warren De La Rue). Believed to be a unique set of
instructions to the composing room for the divisional
leads of the marginal rules. Stunning exhibition
showpiece. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613017 £8,000.00 

q 109 SG198var 1885 11/2d "Jubilee" Essay. Very fine hand
painted essay in green and lilac. Queens head and
duty tablet in green, frame and laurel sprigs in lilac
and "Postage & Revenue" highlighted in Chinese white,
differing slightly from the issued design, executed on
a piece of buff card (20 x 24mm) cut to stamp size.
Bearing a manuscript pen cancellation. A wonderful
and unique hand painted "Jubilee" essay. Ex. Aureum.
P15613172 £9,500.00 

q 110 SG198var 1894 Reply Paid Essays. Very fine part
perforated corner marginal strip of three of the 11/2d
"Jubilee" head plate printed in blue on gummed
watermarked paper. The first with engine turned
background and the Queen's portrait in an oval frame,
the second with a blank background and oval frame,
the third with blank background and the Queen's
portrait and oval frame replaced with a hand painted
octagonal frame. A superb working piece.
P15613825 £1,950.00 

q 111 SG198var 1894 11/2d "Jubilee" Reply Paid Essay. Very
fine piece of marginal paper with two strikes of the
green duty plate, showing dull purple jubilee line at
left and green jubilee line at right. Scarce. See Great
Britain Specialised Vol.1 Catalogue Page. 264. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613199 £1,650.00 

q 112 SG198var 1894 Reply Paid Essays. Very fine part
imperforate corner marginal block of 20 of the 11/2d
"Jubilee" head plate printed in blue on gummed
watermarked paper. The first column intact, the
remainder with Queen's portrait removed, probably
for further trials. A superb working piece.
P15613826 £1,750.00 

H 113 SG198var 1887 11/2d Purple and green "Jubilee" plate
3. Very fine unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur from
printing H3/D1. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614069 £725.00 

q 114 SG198var 1887 11/2d Purple and green "Jubilee" plate
3. Very fine unused o.g. right hand marginal
imperforate imprimatur from printing H3/D1,
endorsed in manuscript in the sheet margin plate
number "3" and dated "21.IX." (21st Sept) the date of
registration. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614070 £850.00 

q 115 SG198var 1887 11/2d Purple and green "Jubilee" plate
4. Very fine unused o.g. large four margin imperforate
imprimatur from printing H4/D1, marginal setting 1
without marginal rules. Very scarce, one of only seven
examples removed from the registration sheet. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614071 £1,100.00 

q 116 SG198var 1887 11/2d Purple and green "Jubilee" plate
6. Very fine unused o.g. large four margin top
marginal imperforate imprimatur from printing
H6/D3, position R.1/6, marginal setting 2 showing
continuous rules and taken from the right hand side
of the 480 Mill sheet. Very scarce, one of only seven
examples removed from the registration sheet. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614072 £1,250.00 

S 117 SG198var 1887 11/2d Dull purple & green "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"CANCELLED" type 14. Scarce. Spec. K29t. Ex. Aureum.
P15613193 £1,250.00 

S 118 SG198s 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. left hand marginal block of
four overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K29(2)s. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613196 £350.00 

S 119 SG198s 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal block
of four overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K29(2)s.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613197 £350.00

S 120 SG198s 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 12. Scarce, with this specimen type.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613194 £120.00 

J 121 SG198 1887 11/2d Dull purple and pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. top right hand corner
interpannaeu marginal horizontal pair from marginal
setting 1 without marginal rules, taken from the right
hand side of the 480 Mill sheet, setting 1 originates
from the 1st, 2nd & 3rd 240 set printings
representing approximately 13.5% of the total print
run. Very scarce. Spec. K29(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614086 £75.00 

J 122 SG198 1887 11/2d Dull purple and pale green "Jubilee".
Superb unmounted o.g. right hand marginal block of
four from marginal setting 2 or 3 with marginal rules,
printed on Repp (Ribbed) paper. Spec. K29(2). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614091 £125.00 

J 123 SG198 1887 11/2d Purple & pale green. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal block
of four from the upper pane printed from duty plate 3
in setting 2. Very scarce, setting 2 is by far the
scarcest of this value comprising of less than 8.5% of
the total print run. Spec. K29(2). Ex Aureum.
P15613906 £250.00 

J 124 SG198 1887 11/2d Deep purple and pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine unmounted o.g. top left hand
corner marginal interpannaeu block of four from
marginal setting 3 with marginal rules, taken from the
right hand side of the 480 Mill sheet. Spec. K29(3).
Ex. Aureum.
P15614087 £195.00 
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J 125 SG198 1887 11/2d Purple & pale green. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top right hand corner marginal block
of four from the lower pane printed from duty plate 3
in setting 2. Very scarce, setting 2 is by far the
scarcest of this value comprising of less than 8.5% of
the total print run. Spec. K29(2). Ex Aureum.
P15613907 £285.00 

J 126 SG198var 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g.
interpannaeu marginal block of four showing variety
"Retouch left of tablet and around large figure 1" on
duty plate 4 position R.10/2, marginal setting 3 (480
Mill sheet). A scarce positional multiple so fine. Spec.
K29(2)f. Ex. Aureum.
P15614003 £1,200.00 

J 127 SG198var 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom
left hand corner marginal block of four showing
variety "Retouch left of tablet and around large figure
1" on duty plate 4 position R.10/2, marginal setting 3
(480 Mill sheet). Light diagonal crease to left hand
vertical pair well clear of variety, scarce positional
multiple. Spec. K29(2)f. Ex. Aureum.
P15614004 SOLD

J 128 SG198var 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom
marginal block of twenty showing "Horns" variety on
duty plate 4 position R.16/7 and frame break variety
on position R.19/8. Minor gum disturbance on one
stamp R.18/8 nevertheless a scarce multiple so fine.
Spec. K29(2)c/d. Ex. Aureum.
P15614002 SOLD

J 129 SG198 1887 11/2d Dull purple and pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom marginal example
from marginal setting 3 with marginal rules. Spec.
K29(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614090 £25.00 

J 130 SG198 1887 11/2d Deep purple and pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom marginal
example from marginal setting 3 with marginal rules.
Spec. K29(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614088 £48.00 

H 131 SG198 1887 11/2d Dull purple and pale green "Jubilee".
Very fine unused o.g. example showing variety
"Retouch left of tablet and around large figure 1" with
a minor corner crease at lower left nevertheless an
presentable example of this difficult variety. Spec.
K29(2)f. Cat £800. Ex. Aureum.
P15614092 £475.00 

H 132 SG198var 1887 11/2d Pale dull purple and pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine unused o.g. example. Spec. K29(1).
Ex. Aureum.
P15614083 £18.00 

J 133 SG198var 1887 11/2d Pale dull purple and pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine unmounted o.g. example. Spec.
K29(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614085 £25.00 

J 134 SG198var 1887 11/2d Deep purple & pale green. Very
fine unmounted o.g. block of 36 comprising of the
bottom three rows of the sheet, printed in setting 3
from plates H7/D4, showing deformed leaf variety in
position R.19/1. A couple of split perfs at upper right
and some minor gum creasing as to be expected on
such a large multiple, nevertheless a rare positional
piece with a wonderful fresh appearance. Spec.
K29(3)e. Ex Aureum.
P15613905 £1,950.00 

J 135 SG198var 1887 11/2d Dull purple & pale green
"Jubilee". Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom
left hand corner marginal block of four showing
"deformed leaf" variety on duty plate 4 position
R.19/1. A very scarce variety, rarely seen in a
positional multiple. Spec. K29e. Ex. Aureum.
P15613200 £1,200.00 

l 136 SG198/211var 1887 11/2d-1s "Jubilee" Photographic
reproductions. Very fine set of eight photographic
reproductions consisting of the 11/2d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d,
9d, 10d & 1s values, originally produced by DLR and
submitted to the Inland Revenue to show the overall
appearance of the accepted designs. Each stamp size
photograph mounted to a piece of stout white card
(78 x 100mm) and endorsed in manuscript on reverse
"Genuine in all respects I G Baker P.P. Robson Lowe
Ltd 4/9/1976". A scarce and unusual set of
photographic proofs. Ex. DLR Archive sale, Robson
Lowe Ltd 16.12.1976. Lot 1248. & Aureum.
P16700815 £1,950.00 

l 137 SG199var 1884 2d "Jubilee" Rejected die proof. Very
fine rejected die proof printed in green and pink on
white glazed card showing Warren Williams's
unadopted design that was submitted to the stamp
committee in December 1884 and January 1885. Very
rare, Wiseman rarity L. The only other recorded
example resides in the R M Phillips collection at the
British Postal Museum leaving this as the sole example
in private hands. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613016 £9,000.00 

l 138 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Unadopted Head plate Die
Proof. Very fine example of the unadopted Type A
design, printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) without endorsements. Very scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611291 £5,500.00 

l 139 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) without endorsements. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611294 £1550

l 140 NO LOT

l 141 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "5
MAR 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611292 £1,550.00 

l 142 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine head plate proof printed in black on white glazed
card (92 x 60mm), endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING",
dated "5 MAR 86" and annotated in red "Die Chgd 17
Mar" with "2d" in space for duty tablet. Minor thin on
reverse nevertheless unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15613015 £3,250.00 

l 143 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) dated "20 MAR 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611293 SOLD

l 144 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) with solid unadopted background to duty
tablet, endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "31
MAR 86". Very scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611297 £3,250.00 

l 145 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) with unadopted speckled background to duty
tablet, endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "31
MAR 86". Very scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611298 £3,250.00 

l 146 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "25
MAY 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611295 £1,550.00 

l 147 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER HARDENING" and dated "4
JUN 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611296 £1,550.00 
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l 148 SG199var 1887 2d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
INNER LINE" with marginal line in black set close and
the duty plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide. Both
dated "August 19th 87" and initialled "WWD" (William
Warren De La Rue). Believed to be a unique set of
instructions to the composing room for the divisional
leads of the marginal rules. Stunning exhibition
showpiece. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613018 £8,000.00 

l 149 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (51 x 24mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Mar 11" and "1886 2nd Die" in pink.
Unique. Cat £1450. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611355 £1,150.00

l 150 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (49 x 29mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Aug 13/ 240 Leads". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611356 £1,450.00 

l 151 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (52 x 57mm) and annotated in
manuscript "May 14/ 240 Leads/ 6 extra leads/ July
16" and "DEC 7 86/ 2nd Die" in pink. Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611354 £1,450.00 

l 152 SG199var 1886 2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (57 x 40mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Dec 13/ 240 Leads, Dec 16, 240 Leads/
Jan 2. 240 Leads/ 1888". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611357 £1,450.00 

q 153 SG199var 1887 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine unused
o.g. four margin imperforate imprimatur printed from
plates H4/D1. Scarce, only 24 examples taken from
this imprimatur sheet. Ex. Aureum.
P15613821 £725.00 

J 154 SG199 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine unmounted
o.g. top left hand corner marginal example from
setting 1. Spec. K30(1). Ex Aureum.
P15613840 £550.00 

J 155 SG199 1887 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine unmounted
o.g. example of this difficult shade. Spec. K30(1). Ex
Aureum.
P15613894 £550.00 

S 156 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine unused
o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 12. Scarce
with this specimen type. Ex Aureum.
P15612398 £100.00 

S 157 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
9. Spec. K30(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613803 £70.00 

S 158 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top marginal example from setting 1
overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K30(1)s. Ex
Aureum.
P15613801 £75.00 

S 159 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom marginal example from
setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec.
K30(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15612400 £75.00

S 160 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal block
of four from setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9.
Spec. K30(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613804 £325.00 

S 161 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top marginal block of four from
setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec.
K30(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613806 £300.00 

S 162 SG199s 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unmounted o.g. right hand marginal block of four
from setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec.
K30(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613805 £300.00 

S 163 SG199s/var 1897 2d Green & scarlet. Very fine
unused o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" types 9
+ 12 together . Rare, the first example we have
handled for over 15 years. Ex Samuel & Aureum. Spec.
K30(1)sa.
P15612399 £550.00 

,§ 164 SG199var 1887 2d Green & scarlet "Jubilee". Very fine
used vertical strip of three each stamp neatly
cancelled by a London chief office type, number "3"
trial cancel. The true purpose of these cancellation
trials is unknown, but it has been surmised that they
were to test the cancelling ink on the doubly fugitive
green ink. Scarce. Spec. K30(1)var. 1989 RPS Cert. Ex
Rowse & Aureum.
P15613882 £850.00 

q 165 SG200var 1886 2d Green & carmine "Jubilee" value
tablet trial. Very fine example with value tablet printed
in solid colour, on gummed Crown watermarked
paper. Some gum disturbance nevertheless extremely
rare, only a few examples survive in private hands.
Cat. £12,500. Ex Aureum
P15612388 £9,750.00 

q 166 SG200var 1886 2d Green & carmine "Jubilee" value
tablet trial. Very fine example with value tablet printed
in solid colour, on gummed Crown watermarked
paper. Extremely rare, only a few examples survive in
private hands. See Wiseman Vol.2 where this example
is illustrated on the front cover. Ex. Aureum
P15612387 £12,500.00 

q 167 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
black duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613033 £1,000.00 

q 168 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
violet duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613035 £1,000.00 

q 169 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
bright purple duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613051 £1,000.00 

q 170 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
purple brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613045 £1,000.00 

q 171 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
carmine-red duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613037 £1,000.00 

q 172 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
orange-brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613052 £1,000.00

q 173 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
orange duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613032 £1,000.00 
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q 174 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
turquoise blue duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613034 £1,000.00 

q 175 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
ultramarine duty plate. Light diagonal bend
nevertheless scarce. Cat £1000. Ex Aureum.
P15613046 £775.00 

q 176 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and pale
brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613038 £1,000.00 

q 177 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
yellow-ochre duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613049 £1,000.00 

q 178 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
pale-green duty plate. Light diagonal bend
nevertheless scarce. Cat £1000. Ex Aureum.
P15613044 £800.00 

q 179 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
grey-green duty plate. Small thin at left nevertheless
scarce. Cat £1000. Ex Aureum.
P15613042 £775.00 

q 180 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and
blue-green duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613039 £1,000.00 

q 181 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with purple head plate and olive
duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613040 £1,000.00 

q 182 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and black
duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613058 £1,000.00 

q 183 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and pale
brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613062 £1,000.00 

q 184 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and
purple brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613065 £1,000.00 

q 185 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and
orange-brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613060 £1,000.00 

q 186 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and deep
brown duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613064 £1,000.00

q 187 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and
bright purple duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613067 £1,000.00 

q 188 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and
yellow-ochre duty plate. Small central thin
nevertheless scarce. Cat £1000. Ex Aureum.
P15613063 £750.00 

q 189 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and
orange yellow duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613056 £1,000.00 

q 190 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and grey-
green duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613066 £1,000.00 

q 191 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and blue-
green duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613057 £1,000.00 

q 192 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and pale
blue duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613055 £1,000.00 

q 193 SG200var 1899 2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine and
fresh unused example printed on gummed,
unwatermarked paper with green head plate and deep
blue duty plate. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613061 £1,000.00 

J 194 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top marginal example from setting 1
without jubilee rule. Ex Aureum.
P15613891 £60.00 

J 195 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. example. Spec. K30(3). Ex Aureum.
P15613875 £50.00 

J 196 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. left hand marginal example. Spec.
K30(3). Ex Aureum.
P15613872 £50.00 

J 197 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal block
of 10 from the top pane of plates H5/D3 on the right
hand side of the mill sheet. Stamps R.1/4 and R.2/3
both showing extensive damage to duty plate frames.
Lovely quality. Spec. K30(3)d. Ex Aureum.
P15613871 £675.00 

J 198 SG200 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal horizontal
pair (Lightly mounted on margin only) from plates
H5/D3 setting 2 with continuous jubilee lines. The
odd nibbed perf nevertheless a very collectable
example of this rare setting, of which only a few
pieces appear to have survived. Ex Aureum.
P15613823 £1,800.00 

H 199 SG200 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
block of four printed from plates H5/D3 setting 2 with
continuous jubilee lines. Slightly heavily mounted on
upper pair, lower pair unmounted o.g., a very
presentable block of this rare second setting. Ex
Aureum.
P15613824 £3,500.00 

H 200 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unused o.g. top right hand corner marginal block of 4
(3 stamps u/m) from the lower pane of plates H6/D4
on the left hand side of the mill sheet. Printed on
paper type 7, showing watermarked "F" in sheet
margin. A rare positional piece, watermarked letters
only occur once per mill sheet and very few such
pieces appear to have survived. Ex Aureum.
P15613870 £250.00 
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J 201 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. reconstructed block marginal block of
12 spanning the centre gutter of the mill sheet adjacent
to the top two rows of the lower panes. Printed from
plates H6/D4 (Blk of 8) & H3/D5 (Blk of 4) on paper type
5, showing complete watermarked "D" in sheet margin.
Light gum toning on right hand block of four
nevertheless a rare positional piece, watermarked letters
only occur once per mill sheet and very few such pieces
appear to have survived. Ex Aureum.
P15613869 £575.00 

H 202 SG200var 1887 2d Deep grey-green & carmine
"Jubilee". Very fine unused o.g. bottom marginal strip
of 12 (10 stamps u/m) consisting of the complete
20th row from plate H6a/D4 setting 3b showing cuts
under R.20/1 & R.20/11. Some minor gum creasing
affecting 3 stamps as you would expect with such a
multiple, nevertheless a spectacular piece with no less
than five stamps exhibiting various degrees of duty
tablet damage, particularly R.20/10 which shows three
breaks in the tablet. Spec. K30(4)d. Ex Aureum.
P15613880 £950.00 

H 203 SG200 1887 2d Grey green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. bottom marginal block of 24 (22
stamps u/m) consisting of the complete 19th and
20th rows from plate H6a/D4 setting 3b showing cuts
under R.20/1 & R.20/11. A few reinforced perfs
between R.19/6-7 and some minor gum creasing
affecting 3 stamps as you would expect with such a
multiple, nevertheless a spectacular piece with no less
than 7 stamps exhibiting various degrees of duty
tablet damage, particularly R.20/10. R.19/1 also
showing head plate damage affecting the upper left
winged decoration. Spec. K30(3)d/var. Ex Aureum.
P15613879 £1,200.00 

J 204 SG200var 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner marginal
block of 15 from the lower right hand pane of the mill
sheet printed from plates H5a/D3 showing cut in head
plate rule under 2nd and shattered duty plate rule. A
few light gum wrinkles nevertheless a rare plating
piece (Wiseman rarity K) in an extraordinarily deep
intense carmine shade that fluoresces cherry red
under UV. Ex Aureum.
P15613868 SOLD

J 205 SG200var 1887 2d Yellow-green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. right hand marginal horizontal pair,
printed from plates H5/D3 in setting three showing
"Double frame line at left" variety in position R.17/12.
Caused by a "Collapsed plate" it was believed to have
originated in the corners and spread towards the
centre. However, larger pieces with rows 18 & 19
doubled and row 20, either only partially affected or
completely unaffected, suggest the opposite with the
damage spreading from the centre outwards. Spec.
K30(2)b. Ex Aureum.
P15613895 £450.00 

J 206 SG200var 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. left hand interpannaeu marginal
block of 4, printed from plates H5/D3 in setting 3b on
the right hand side of the mill sheet. Some light gum
creasing on upper pair nevertheless a scarce
positional piece. Intact unbroken interpannaeu pieces
are particularly difficult to find (Wiseman rarity K).
Spec. K30(3)b. Ex Aureum.
P15613898 SOLD

H 207 SG200var 1887 2d Deep grey-green & carmine. Very
fine unused o.g. right hand corner marginal block of
18 (14 u/m), printed from plates H5/D3 in setting 3b
with date cut under R.20/11. Showing "Double frame
line at left" variety in position R.17 & 18/12 with
R.12/20 unaffected apart from a tiny break in the
frame. Caused by a "Collapsed plate" it was believed
to have originated in the corners and spread towards
the centre. However, larger pieces with rows 18 & 19
doubled and row 20, either only partially affected or
completely unaffected, suggest the opposite with the
damage spreading from the centre outwards. Spec.
K30(4)b. Ex Aureum.
P15613897 £1,950.00 

H 208 SG200var 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine. Very fine
unused o.g. right hand corner marginal block of four
(lower pair u/m), printed from plates H5/D3 in setting
3b with date cut under R.20/11. Showing "Double
frame line at left" variety in position R.19/12 and
R.12/20 partially doubled at top only. Caused by a
"Collapsed plate" it was believed to have originated in
the corners and spread towards the centre. However,
larger pieces with rows 18 & 19 doubled and row 20,
either only partially affected or completely unaffected,
suggest the opposite with the damage spreading from
the centre outwards. Spec. K30(3)b. Ex Aureum.
P15613896 £650.00 

J 209 SG200var 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top interpannaeu marginal block of 4,
printed from plates H6/D4 in setting 3b, lower right
hand stamp showing damaged duty tablet variety.
Spec. K30(3)d. Ex Aureum.
P15613899 £295.00 

J 210 SG200var 1887 2d Deep grey-green & carmine. Very
fine unmounted o.g. example of this difficult shade.
Spec. K30(4). Ex Aureum.
P15613901 £110.00 

J 211 SG200var 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. example in an extraordinarily deep
intense carmine shade that fluoresces cherry red
under UV, probably beyond the scope of the
specialised catalogue until more information comes to
light but an interesting addition to any "Jubilee"
collection. Ex Aureum.
P15613886 £100.00 

J 212 SG200var 1887 2d Deep grey-green & carmine. Very
fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal example of
this difficult shade from setting 3. Spec. K30(4). Ex
Aureum.
P15613903 £110.00

J 213 SG200var 1887 2d Grey green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. left hand marginal example from
setting 3 in an extraordinarily deep intense carmine
shade that fluoresces cherry red under UV, probably
beyond the scope of the specialised catalogue until
more information comes to light but an interesting
addition to any "Jubilee" collection. Ex Aureum.
P15613889 £110.00 

J 214 SG200var 1887 2d Grey green & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal
example printed from Pl's. H6/D4 position R.11/12
showing retouched head plate frame at lower right.
Light gum wrinkling nevertheless a very difficult
variety, rarely seen so fine. Spec. K30(3)e. Ex Rowse &
Aureum.
P15613881 SOLD

H 215 SG200wi 1887 2d Grey-green & carmine "Jubilee"
(Wmk. Inverted). Very fine unused o.g. example of this
scarce watermark variety. A couple of very light tones
nevertheless of very fine appearance. Cat. £1200. Ex
Aureum.
P15613819 £875.00 

l 216 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "5
Mar 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611299 £1,550.00

l 217 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER STRIKING" and dated "17 Mar
86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611300 £1,550.00 

l 218 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) dated "22 Mar 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611301 £1,550.00
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l 219 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE RE-HARDENING" and dated
"5 APR 00". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611303 £1,550.00 

l 220 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER RE-HARDENING" and dated
"11 APR 00". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611304 £1,550.00 

l 221 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die proof. Very fine die
proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed in manuscript "AFTER STRIKING",
dated "May 13" and initialled at foot "G.F.S.". Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611302 £1,550.00 

l 222 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut
to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on card (54 x 52mm) and annotated in
manuscript "May.9. 240 Leads 8-984/ May 14 240
Leads 9-985". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611360 £1,450.00 

l 223 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut
to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (51 x 33mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Mar 18/ 240 Leads" and "30- 86/P" in
pink. Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611359 £1,450.00 

l 224 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut
to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on card (58 x 57mm) and annotated in
manuscript "April 12. 240 Leads 10-1029/ May 3. 240
Leads 11-1030" and dated on reverse in red "1900".
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611361 SOLD

l 225 SG201var 1886 21/2d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut
to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (56 x 29mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Aug 17/ 5/ 770". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive
& Aureum.
P15611358 £1,450.00 

q 226 SG201var 1888 21/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated example printed in green on
blue, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A stunning
example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613073 £7,000.00 

q 227 SG201var 1888 21/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate example printed in green on blue,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A stunning
example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613071 £7,000.00 

q 228 SG201var 1888 21/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated example printed in green on
yellow, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A
stunning example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613072 £7,000.00 

q 229 SG201var 1888 21/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate example printed in green on yellow
gummed Crown watermarked paper. A stunning
example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613070 £7,000.00 

q 230 SG201var 1887 21/2d Purple/blue "Jubilee" plate 4.
Very fine unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur from
plate 4. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614073 £725.00 

H 231 SG201var 1887 21/2d Purple/blue "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. example overprinted "CANCELLED" type
14. Very scarce. Ex Aureum. Spec. K31t.
P15613807 £1,250.00 

S 232 SG201s 1887 21/2d Purple/blue "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 12.
Scarce with this specimen type. Ex Aureum. Spec. K31s.
P15613809 £100.00 

S 233 SG201s 1887 21/2d Purple/blue "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
block of four from setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN"
type 9. A lovely multiple on the typical greenish-blue
paper of the first printings. Ex Aureum. Spec. K31s.
P15613811 £350.00 

J 234 SG201 1887 21/2d Purple/blue. Very fine unmounted
o.g. bottom marginal example from setting 1 without
marginal rules. Ex Aureum.
P15613866 £45.00 

J 235 SG201 1887 21/2d Purple/blue. Very fine unmounted
o.g. top left hand corner marginal example from
setting 1 without marginal rules. Ex Aureum.
P15613867 £48.00 

J 236 SG201 1887 21/2d Purple/blue "Jubilee". Very fine and
fresh unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner
marginal block of six from marginal setting 2 or 3
showing marginal rules, from the right hand side of
the 480 mill sheet. Attractive multiple. Ex. Aureum.
P15614094 £325.00 

J 237 SG201 1887 21/2d Purple/blue. Very fine unmounted
o.g. top left hand corner marginal block of four from
the lower pane on the right hand side of the mill
sheet, printed in setting 2A on paper type 2 with large
watermarked "A" in left margin. Rare, watermarked
letters only occur once per mill sheet and very few
such pieces appear to have survived. Ex Aureum.
P15613864 SOLD

J 238 SG201var 1887 21/2d Deep purple/blue plate 7a. Very
fine unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner marginal
block of six from the right hand side of the mill sheet
in setting 3 with marginal rule cut under R.20/2.
Minor gum wrinkle on R.19/3 nevertheless a scarce
plating piece (Wiseman rarity K). Spec. K31(3). Ex
Aureum.
P15613863 SOLD

J 239 SG201var 1887 21/2d Deep purple/blue plate 7a or 8a.
Very fine unmounted o.g. left hand marginal
interpannaeu block of four from the right hand side of
the mill sheet in setting 3 with marginal rule and
interpannaeu blocks. Scarce, setting 3 originates from
the 19th-22nd 240 set printings and represents less
than 10% of the total print run. Intact unbroken
interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult to find
especially in very fine condition (Wiseman rarity J).
Spec. K31(3) Ex Aureum.
P15613861 £395.00 

J 240 SG201var 1887 21/2d Deep purple/blue plate 6a. Very
fine unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner marginal
pair from the left hand side of the mill sheet in setting
3 with marginal rule cut under R.20/1. Some very
minor gum wrinkles nevertheless a scarce plating
piece (Wiseman rarity K). Spec. K31(3). Ex Aureum.
P15613862 SOLD

J 241 SG201wi 1887 21/2d Pale purple/blue "Jubilee" (Wmk.
Inverted). Superb unmounted o.g. example of this rare
watermark variety. Very rarely seen so fine. Spec.
K31(1)a.
P15613820 £4,250.00 

§ 242 SG201wi 1887 21/2d Purple/blue (Wmk. Inverted). Very
fine used example of this scarce watermark variety,
neatly cancelled by a crisp upright Manchester "498"
numeral. Very scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613810 £1,100.00 

H 243 SG201a 1887 21/2d Purple/Blue "Jubilee" (Wmk.
Inverted). Very fine unused example printed on the
gummed side. A spectacular example of this very rare
"Jubilee" variety of which only 3 or 4 examples are
recorded. Spec. K31(1)d. Ex Silkin, Kay-Jay & Aureum.
1997 RPS Cert.
P15612389 £15,000.00 
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H 244 SG201c 1887 21/2d Purple/Blue "Jubilee" Very fine
unused o.g. imperforate top left hand corner marginal
imperforate horizontal pair from setting 1. Left hand
stamp with some light gum creasing, nevertheless a
great rarity and probably unique. Spec. K31(1)aa. Ex
Latto, Shaida & Aureum.
P15612390 £24,000.00 

l 245 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
without endorsements. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611305 £1,550.00 

l 246 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed in manuscript "AFTER STRIKING", dated
"March 8" and initialled in manuscript "G.F.S.". Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611309 SOLD

l 247 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "5 MAR
86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611306 £1,550.00 

l 248 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed "AFTER STRIKING", dated "7 MAR 98" and
initialled in manuscript "G.F.S.". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611308 £1,550.00 

l 249 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed "BEFORE STRIKING" and dated "18 MAR 86".
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611307 £1,550.00 

l 250 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on card (49 x 59mm) and annotated in manuscript
"Jan 2. 240 Leads/ Jan 7. 240 Leads/ 6-947/ 7-948".
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611364 £1,450.00 

l 251 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on card (54 x 54mm) and annotated in manuscript
"Mar 2- 240 Leads 8-982/ Mar 8 240 Leads 9-983".
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611365 SOLD

l 252 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on card (55 x 53mm) and annotated in manuscript
"Mar 13, 240 Leads 10-998". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive
& Aureum.
P15611366 £1,450.00 

l 253 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on buff card (48 x 36mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Mar 23/ 240 Leads" and "P.7.86" in pink.
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611362 £1,450.00 

l 254 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on buff card (51 x 30mm) and annotated in
manuscript "1886/ Aug 14/ 5-769". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611363 £1,450.00 

l 255 SG202var 1886 3d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine cut to
size example from the DLR striking books, mounted
on card (62 x 53mm) and annotated in manuscript
"Aug 17- 240 Leads 11-1040/ Aug 24 240 Leads 12-
1041/ Aug 31 240 Leads 13-1042". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611367 £1,450.00

l 256 SG202var 1887 3d "Jubilee" plate proof. Very fine
unused imperforate example, printed in black on poor
quality green ungummed wove paper. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613813 £325.00 

l 257 SG202var 1887 3d "Jubilee" plate proof. Very fine
unused imperforate horizontal pair, printed in black
on poor quality green ungummed wove paper. Scarce.
Ex Aureum."
P15613812 SOLD

q 258 SG202var 1887 3d Purple/yellow "Jubilee" plate 4.
Very fine unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur from
plate 4. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614074 £725.00 

S 259 SG202s 1887 3d Purple/yellow "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
9. Ex Aureum.
P15613815 £75.00 

S 260 SG202s 1887 3d Purple/yellow "Jubilee". Superb
unmounted o.g. block of four overprinted "SPECIMEN"
type 9. Ex Aureum.
P15613817 £300.00 

S 261 SG202s 1887 3d Purple/yellow "Jubilee". Superb
unused o.g. right hand marginal block of four (Lower
pair U/M) from setting 1 overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
9. Ex Aureum.
P15613818 £275.00 

J 262 SG202 1887 3d Purple/yellow. Superb unmounted o.g.
top left hand corner marginal block of four from the
right hand side of the mill sheet in setting 1 without
marginal rules. Lovely quality. Ex Aureum.
P15613854 £225.00 

J 263 SG202 1887 3d Purple/yellow plate 8a. Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
block of four from the right hand side of the mill
sheet in setting 2A with marginal rule. Printed from
plate 8a as distinguished by the two cuts to the right
of R.20/12. Scarce, setting 2A originates from only
the 16th printing in 1899 and represents less than 8%
of the total print run. Ex Aureum.
P15613855 SOLD

q 264 SG203var 1887 3d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf 14).
Very fine perforated example printed in green on
blue, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A stunning
example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613077 £7,000.00 

q 265 SG203var 1887 3d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate example printed in green on blue,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A stunning
example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613078 £7,000.00 

q 266 SG203var 1887 3d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate left hand marginal example printed in
green on blue, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A
stunning example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613075 £7,000.00 

q 267 SG203var 1887 3d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf 14).
Very fine perforated example printed in green on
yellow, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. A
stunning example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613076 £7,000.00 

q 268 SG203var 1887 3d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate left hand marginal example printed in
green on yellow, gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
A stunning example of this great rarity. Ex Aureum.
P15613074 £7,000.00 

J 269 SG203 1887 3d Deep purple/yellow. Very fine
unmounted o.g. example. Spec. K32(2).
P15613858 £60.00 
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J 270 SG203 1887 3d Deep purple/yellow plate 7a or 8b.
Superb unmounted o.g. left hand marginal
interpannaeu block of eight from the right hand side
of the mill sheet in setting 3 with marginal rule and
interpannaeu blocks. Scarce, setting 3 originates from
the 17th-20th 240 set printings and represents
approximately 8.5% of the total print run. Intact
unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult
to find especially in such exceptional condition
(Wiseman rarity J). Ex Aureum.
P15613856 £650.00 

l 271 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine unadopted duty plate proof printed in black on
white glazed card (92 x 60mm), values omitted and
straight lined background to value tablets. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611313 £2,200.00 

l 272 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "16
FEB 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611310 £1,600.00 

l 273 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof of the unadopted die 1a design with
speckled background and value figures inverted.
Printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 61mm),
endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "17 MAR
86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611314 £2,200.00 

l 274 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine inverted proof printed in black on white glazed
card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "8 JUN 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611312 £2,200.00 

l 275 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER STRIKING", dated "28 NOV
89" and initialled "G.F.S.". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611311 £1,600.00 

l 276 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essay. Very fine
composite proof of the unadopted design for duty
plate with speckled background, cut to stamp size
and mounted on buff card (50 x 42mm) with head
plate cut to size and hinged in place. Endorsed in red
manuscript on reverse "4d Die Chgd 17 Mar 86".
Unique. To be listed in the 17th Edition of the Great
Britain Queen Victoria Specialised Vol.1 Catalogue. Ex.
DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611378 £2,000.00 

l 277 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essay. Very fine
unadopted design for duty plate with speckled
background, cut to stamp size and mounted on buff
card (50 x 42mm) Endorsed in manuscript "Mar 25, 20
Leads" and "Chgd Dec.7.86" in red. Unique. To be
listed in the 17th Edition of the Great Britain Queen
Victoria Specialised Vol.1 Catalogue. Ex. DLR Archive
& Aureum.
P15611377 £2,250.00 

l 278 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (54 x 49mm) and annotated in
manuscript "May 19/ 20 Leads". A couple minor
peripheral faults nevertheless unique. Cat £1500. Ex.
DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611370 £1,100.00 

l 279 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (56 x 25mm) and annotated in
manuscript "May. 23/ 160 Leads". Small tear at foot of
card clear of proof. Unique. Cat £1500. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611369 £1,150.00 

l 280 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (48 x 23mm) endorsed in
manuscript "July 7/ 40 Leads/ 6 extra Leads July 16".
Unique. Cat £1500. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611373 £1,250.00 

l 281 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essays. Very fine
set of two unadopted background designs for both
head and duty plates, cut to stamp size and mounted
on buff card (55 x 51mm) Endorsed in manuscript
"200 Leads, 20 Leads Aug 28" and "Exp" in red.
Unique and unusual. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611375 £3,250.00 

l 282 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essay. Very fine
unadopted background design for duty plate with
straight line shading and without values, cut to stamp
size and mounted on buff card (44 x 49mm) Endorsed
in manuscript "Oct 9, Oct 10, 2 Forme, 200 from each
Forme" and "Exp" in red. Unique. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611376 £1,600.00 

l 283 SG205/9var 1886 4d & 9d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die
Proof. Very fine set of two cut to size examples from
the DLR striking book, both mounted on buff card (52
x 52mm) endorsed in manuscript "Oct 17/ 1887/ 20
Leads from each duty". Unique and unusual. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611372 £3,400.00 

l 284 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essays. Very fine
set of two unadopted background designs for both
head and duty plates, cut to stamp size and mounted
on buff card (55 x 42mm) and on backing paper
dated "1884". Endorsed in manuscript "Oct 30 120
Leads/ Nov 2 120" and "Exp" in red. Unique and
unusual. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611374 £3,250.00 

l 285 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (48 x 23mm) initialled "W.G."
and annotated in manuscript "Nov 22/ 1886/ 80
Leads". Unique. Cat £1500. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611371 £1,250.00 

l 286 SG205var 1886 4d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine cut to size example from the DLR striking books,
mounted on buff card (56 x 25mm) and annotated in
manuscript "Dec. 23/ 60 Leads". Unique. Cat £1500.
Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611368 £1,250.00 

l 287 SG205var 1887 4d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide and
the duty plate proof with marginal line in red set close
and endorsed "THE RED TO BE MADE UP BY CUTTING
THE EDGE ON THE DIVISION LEADS OF THE INNER LINE
DOWN TO THE SAME PLANE AS THE LINE" with an
additional 4d as issued alongside with marginal line
added in brown ink. Both dated "August 19th 87" and
initialled "WWD" (William Warren De La Rue). Believed
to be a unique set of instructions to the composing
room for the divisional leads of the marginal rules.
Stunning exhibition showpiece. Ex. Stothert &
Aureum.
P15613019 £8,000.00 

q 288 SG205var 1887 4d Green and brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614080 £725.00 

S 289 SG205s 1887 4d Green & purple-brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
12. Scarce with this specimen type. Ex Aureum.
P15613911 £95.00 
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J 290 SG205s 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very

fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 5, lined blocks and marginal
rules with head plate rules cut away at corners. Taken
from the right hand side of the 320 mill sheet, Pane
N. Lovely fresh colour and gum, scarce as a complete
pane. Spec. K33(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614100 £1,400.00 

J 291 SG205s 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 5, lined blocks and marginal
rules with head plate rules cut away at corners. Taken
from the left hand side of the 320 mill sheet, Pane B.
Lovely fresh colour and gum, scarce as a complete
pane. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614101 £1,400.00 

J 292 SG205s 1887 4d Green & deep chocolate brown
"Jubilee". Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g.
complete pane of twenty with full selvedge from
setting 5, lined blocks and marginal rules with head
plate rules cut away at corners. Taken from the left
hand side of the 320 mill sheet, Pane A. Lovely
intense colour and gum, scarce as a complete pane.
Spec. K33(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614102 £2,500.00

S 293 SG205s 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". A
magnificent unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty
from setting 1b, pane J from the right hand side of
the 320 Mill sheet. Overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. A
superb multiple of the highest rarity. Very few setting
one panes appear to have survived, Wiseman rarity L-
M. Ex. Aureum.
P15614095 SOLD

S 294 SG205s 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 4b, showing thin lines at left,
horizontal lined blocks and head plate rules cut away
at corners. These unusual sheet markings only occur
on the adjoining panes from the two halves of the 320
mill sheets (only occurring on 8 of the 16 panes) this
example being from the right hand side of the mill
sheet, Pane O. Light horizontal crease affecting third
row nevertheless very scarce, few complete panes
appear to have survived. Ex. Aureum.
P15614096 £1,500.00 

S 295 SG205s 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 4b, showing thin lines at right,
horizontal lined blocks and head plate rules cut away
at corners. These unusual sheet markings only occur
on the adjoining panes from the two halves of the 320
mill sheets (only occurring on 8 of the 16 panes) this
example being from the left hand side of the 320 mill
sheet, pane H. Showing "Split frame and bulge in SW
corner" variety from position R.1/5. Very scarce, few
complete panes appear to have survived. Spec.
K33(2)h. Ex. Aureum.
P15614097 £2,500.00 

S 296 SG205s 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 5, showing lined blocks and
marginal rules, head plate rules cut away at corners.
Taken from the right hand side of the 320 mill sheet,
Pane P. Showing duty damage to SW corner in position
R.2/1. Scarce as a complete pane. Spec. K33(1). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614098 £1,400.00 

S 297 SG205s 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from setting 5, lined blocks and marginal
rules with head plate rules cut away at corners. Taken
from the right hand side of the 320 mill sheet, Pane
K. A couple light wrinkles and a minor natural paper
inclusion on R.3/2. nevertheless scarce as a complete
pane. Spec. K33(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614099 £1,200.00 

H 298 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
horizontal pair from marginal setting 4B, setting 4B
with lined blocks, continuous rules cut away at
corners and thin green and brown lines added to
sheet margin between the left and right halves of the
320 Mill sheet, originates from the 7th & 8th, 80 set
printings representing approximately 9.8% of the total
print run. Scarce. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614112 £175.00  

J 299 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. large part pane of eighteen with
the top left hand horizontal pair removed from
marginal setting 4B, setting 4B with lined blocks,
continuous rules cut away at corners and thin green
and brown lines added to sheet margin between the
left and right halves of the 320 Mill sheet, originating
from the 7th & 8th, 80 set printings representing
approximately 9.8% of the total print run. Scarce.
Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614113 £1,100.00 

H 300 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep chocolate brown
"Jubilee". Very fine unused o.g. top marginal vertical
interpannaeu gutter block of eight from marginal
setting 5, setting 5 with horizontal lined blocks and
continuous rules cut away at corners originating from
the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and the 15th to 21st
160 set printings representing approximately 64% of
the total print run for this issue. A few small
perforation reinforcements nevertheless intact
unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult
to find especially in such fresh condition with lovely
intense colour and gum. Spec. K33(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614125 £495.00 

J 301 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. bottom marginal interpannaeu
gutter pair from marginal setting 3, setting 3 with
added lined blocks and continuous rules originates
from the 5th & 6th, 80 set printings and represents
approximately 10.6% of the total print run. Intact
unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult
to find especially in such exceptional condition. Very
scarce. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614110 £325.00 

J 302 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal
block of four from marginal setting 5, setting 5 with
lined blocks and continuous rules cut away at corners
originating from the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and
the 15th to 21st 160 set printings representing
approximately 64% of the total print run for this issue.
Light wrinkling nevertheless an attractive multiple
with fresh colour. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614114 £225.00 

J 303 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top right hand corner marginal
block of four from marginal setting 5, setting 5 with
lined blocks and continuous rules cut away at corners
originating from the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and
the 15th to 21st 160 set printings representing
approximately 64% of the total print run for this issue.
An attractive multiple with lovely fresh colour. Spec.
K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614116 £275.00 

J 304 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top right hand corner marginal
interpannaeu horizontal pair from marginal setting 5,
setting 5 with lined blocks and continuous rules cut
away at corners originating from the 9th to 14th 80
set printings and the 15th to 21st 160 set printings
representing approximately 64% of the total print run
for this issue. An attractive multiple with a large
portion of adjacent interpannaeu sheet margin. Spec.
K33(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614117 £125.00
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J 305 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep chocolate brown

"Jubilee". Very fine unmounted o.g. left hand marginal
interpannaeu gutter block of six from marginal setting
5, setting 5 with horizontal lined blocks and
continuous rules cut away at corners originating from
the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and the 15th to 21st
160 set printings representing approximately 64% of
the total print run for this issue. Vertical crease
affecting middle two stamps nevertheless intact
unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult
to find especially in such fresh condition with lovely
intense colour and gum. Spec. K33(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614118 £575.00 

J 306 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep chocolate brown
"Jubilee". Very fine unmounted o.g. right hand
marginal interpannaeu gutter block of eight from
marginal setting 5, setting 5 with horizontal lined
blocks and continuous rules cut away at corners
originating from the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and
the 15th to 21st 160 set printings representing
approximately 64% of the total print run for this issue.
Intact unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly
difficult to find especially in such magnificent
condition with lovely intense colour and gum. Spec.
K33(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614119 £1,100.00 

J 307 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top right hand corner marginal
block of four from marginal setting 5B, setting 5B
with lined blocks and continuous rules cut away at
corners originating from the 15th to 21st 160 set
printings representing approximately 26.5% of the
total print run for this issue. An attractive multiple
with lovely fresh colour. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614120 £275.00 

J 308 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee".
Superb unmounted o.g. top right hand corner
marginal block of four from marginal setting 5,
setting 5 with lined blocks and continuous rules cut
away at corners originating from the 9th to 14th 80
set printings and the 15th to 21st 160 set printings
representing approximately 64% of the total print run
for this issue. Showing multiple "White 4" varieties
with the right hand vertical pair bearing three per
stamp. An attractive multiple with lovely fresh colour.
Spec. K33(1d/e/f). Ex. Aureum.
P15614121 SOLD

J 309 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal
interpannaeu vertical pair from marginal setting 2,
setting 2 with added lined blocks and no marginal
rules originates from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings
and represents approximately 10.5% of the total print
run. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614104 SOLD

J 310 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top marginal interpannaeu gutter
strip of four from marginal setting 1, setting 1
without lined blocks or marginal rules originates from
the 1st & 2nd 80/160 set printings representing
approximately 4.4% of the total print run. Showing
pinning point (brown dot) midway between panes in
sheet margin. Intact unbroken interpannaeu pieces are
particularly difficult to find especially in such
exceptional condition. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614103 SOLD

J 311 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top marginal interpannaeu gutter
block of four from marginal setting 2, setting 2 with
added lined blocks and no marginal rules originates
from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings and represents
approximately 10.5% of the total print run. Intact
unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult
to find especially in such exceptional condition. Spec.
K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614108 £550.00 

J 312 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". The
unique unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner
marginal horizontal strip of three from marginal
setting 4A, with lined blocks, continuous rules and
thin green and brown lines added to sheet margin
between the left and right halves of the 320 Mill
sheet, these distinctive markings only affect eight of
the sixteen panes and only sixteen of the sixty four
corners on the 320 mill sheet, Setting 4A from a
partial run of the 7th, 80 set printing represents
approximately 0.7% of the total print run. A couple
light gum tones nevertheless a spectacular example of
this rare "Jubilee" setting, the only example we have
handled in the last fifteen years and believed to be the
unique example of this rare marginal setting. A
wonderful exhibition showpiece and a major rarity of
Queen Victoria philately. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Ernest
Good & Aureum.
P15614111 £3,500.00 

J 313 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. right hand interpannaeu marginal
vertical strip of four from marginal setting 2, setting 2
with added lined blocks and no marginal rules
originates from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings and
represents approximately 10.5% of the total print run.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614109 £325.00 

J 314 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top marginal interpannaeu
horizontal strip of five from marginal setting 2,
setting 2 with added lined blocks and no marginal
rules originates from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings
and represents approximately 10.5% of the total print
run. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614105 £350.00 

J 315 SG205 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal interpannaeu
gutter block of four from marginal setting 2, setting 2
with added lined blocks and no marginal rules
originates from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings and
represents approximately 10.5% of the total print run.
Intact unbroken interpannaeu pieces are particularly
difficult to find especially in such exceptional
condition. Spec. K33(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614106 £550.00 

H 316 SG205 1887 4d Green & deep brown "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. bottom marginal interpannaeu
horizontal strip of five from marginal setting 2,
setting 2 with added lined blocks and no marginal
rules originates from the 3rd & 4th 160 set printings
and represents approximately 10.5% of the total print
run. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15614107 £275.00 

H 317 SG205var 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee"
(Repp Paper). Very fine unused o.g. top right hand
corner marginal block of four from marginal setting 5,
setting 5 with lined blocks and continuous rules cut
away at corners originating from the 9th to 14th 80
set printings and the 15th to 21st 160 set printings
representing approximately 64% of the total print run
for this issue. An attractive multiple on Repp "Ribbed"
paper, three stamps unmounted o.g. Spec. K33(1). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614123 £220.00 

J 318 SG205var 1887 4d Green & purple brown "Jubilee"
(Repp Paper). Very fine unmounted o.g. top left hand
corner marginal horizontal strip of three from
marginal setting 5, setting 5 with lined blocks and
continuous rules cut away at corners originating from
the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and the 15th to 21st
160 set printings representing approximately 64% of
the total print run for this issue. An attractive multiple
on Repp "Ribbed" paper. Spec. K33(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614122 £210.00 
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J 319 SG205var 1887 4d Green & deep chocolate brown

"Jubilee" (Repp Paper). Very fine unmounted o.g.
bottom marginal horizontal interpannaeu strip of
three from marginal setting 5, setting 5 with lined
blocks and continuous rules cut away at corners
originating from the 9th to 14th 80 set printings and
the 15th to 21st 160 set printings representing
approximately 64% of the total print run for this issue
with lovely intense colour and gum. Spec. K33(3). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614124 £210.00 

H 320 SG205aa 1887 4d Green & purple-brown "Jubilee".
Very fine o.g. top left hand corner marginal
imperforate example from setting 1 lightly mounted
on margin only. Extremely rare, the first example we
have handled for over 15 years accompanied by a
2010 BPA Certificate. Ex Aureum.
P15612391 £12,000.00 

q 321 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Essay. Very fine hand
painted essay in red & green with details of the design
highlighted in Chinese white and cancelled with a
manuscript pen cross, executed on a piece of tracing
paper (62 x 82mm) lettered "F" and dated "FEB 1.92".
One of a series of 10 essays produced by DLR for the
new 41/2d value. A spectacular and unique essay in the
issued design and colour. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613173 £9,500.00 

l 322 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "10 MAY 92". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611315 £1,850.00 

l 323 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "25 MAY 92". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611316 £1,850.00 

l 324 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine proof printed in black on white glazed card
(92 x 60mm) endorsed "AFTER STRIKING", dated "28
JUN 92" and initialled "G.F.S." in manuscript . Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611317 £1,850.00 

l 325 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine duty plate proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (48 x 25mm) Endorsed in
manuscript "May 17, 20 Leads" and "1892" in red ink.
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611380 £1,700.00 

l 326 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine head plate proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (46 x 25mm) Endorsed in
manuscript on proof "41/2d" and initialled "G.F.S.",
endorsed on card "Nov 1, 160 Leads". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611379 £1,700.00 

l 327 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide and
the duty plate proof with marginal line in red set close
and endorsed "THE RED TO BE MADE UP BY CUTTING
THE EDGE ON THE DIVISION LEADS OF THE INNER LINE
DOWN TO THE SAME PLANE AS THE LINE" with an
additional 41/2d as issued alongside with marginal line
added in red ink. Both dated "August 16th 92" and
initialled "T.A.P.". Believed to be a unique set of
instructions to the composing room for the divisional
leads of the marginal rules. Stunning exhibition
showpiece. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613020 £8,000.00 

q 328 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in orange.
Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613094 £4,500.00 

q 329 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in dark brown. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613092 £4,500.00 

q 330 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine left hand marginal perforated colour
trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head
plate printed in purple and duty plate in grey-green.
Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613081 £4,500.00 

q 331 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in grey
green. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613088 £4,500.00 

q 332 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in orange-
red. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613085 £4,500.00

q 333 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in blue. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613082 £4,500.00 

q 334 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in emerald. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613080 £4,500.00

q 335 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
top marginal imperforate colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in carmine. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613079 £4,500.00 

q 336 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in blue. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613090 £4,500.00 

q 337 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in dark brown. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613083 £4,500.00 

q 338 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-
green and duty plate in dark brown. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613108 £4,500.00 

q 339 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-
green and duty plate in orange. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613105 £4,500.00 

q 340 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in
carmine. An attractive example of this scarce trial in
the issued colours. Ex Aureum.
P15613102 £4,500.00 
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q 341 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf

14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in
blue. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613099 £4,500.00 

q 342 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in
mauve. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613107 £4,500.00 

q 343 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom left hand corner marginal
perforated colour trial on gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in dark brown, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
13. Scarce positional piece. Ex Aureum.
P15613093 £4,500.00 

q 344 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in emerald, overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613087 £4,500.00

q 345 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom left hand corner marginal
perforated colour trial on gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in orange-red, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
13. Scarce positional piece. Ex Aureum.
P15613095 £4,500.00 

q 346 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Superb top
marginal imperforate colour trial on gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in carmine, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613086 £4,500.00 

q 347 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine partially perforated colour trial on
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in grey-green,
overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613089 £4,500.00 

q 348 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
purple and duty plate in blue, overprinted "SPECIMEN"
type 13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613091 £4,500.00 

q 349 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in
mauve, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 13. Scarce. Ex
Aureum.
P15613100 £4,500.00 

q 350 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine left hand marginal perforated colour
trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head
plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in rose,
overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 13. Showing registration
marking in sheet margin, scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613104 £4,500.00 

q 351 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom left hand corner marginal
partially perforated colour trial on gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-green
and duty plate in blue, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
13. Scarce positional piece. Ex Aureum.
P15613106 £4,500.00 

q 352 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-
green and duty plate in orange, overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613098 £4,500.00 

q 353 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in grey-green and duty plate in
carmine, overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 13. An
attractive example of this scarce trial in the issued
colours. Ex Aureum.
P15613103 £4,500.00 

q 354 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-
green and duty plate in carmine, overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 13. Small thin at top left nevertheless
an attractive example of this scarce trial in the issued
colours. Cat £4500. Ex Aureum.
P15613096 £2,950.00 

q 355 SG206var 1892 41/2d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in grey-
green and duty plate in dark brown, overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 13. Scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613101 £4,500.00

q 356 SG206s 1892 41/2d Green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal
block of four overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. A couple
light gum creases nevertheless an attractive positional
multiple. Spec. K34(1)s. Cat £2000. Ex. Aureum.
P16700807 £1,500.00 

J 357 SG206 1887 41/2d Green & carmine "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. example. Spec. K34(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614132 £17.00 

J 358 SG206var 1887 41/2d Deep green & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. example. Spec. K34(2). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614134 £20.00 

J 359 SG206var 1887 41/2d Green & dull scarlet "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom marginal horizontal
pair showing variety "Broken bar to "1" of "1/2" NE
value" from Pane C, position R.4/5. Scarce variety.
Spec. K34(4)b. Ex. Aureum.
P15614137 £200.00 

J 360 SG206var 1887 41/2d Green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. right hand marginal horizontal
pair showing variety "Broken bar to fraction" from
Pane F, position R.2/4. Scarce variety. Spec. K34(1)h.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614131 £175.00 

J 361 SG206var 1887 41/2d Deep green & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. top marginal block of four.
Spec. K34(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614133 £90.00 

J 362 SG206var 1887 41/2d Deep green & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. vertical pair of
complete panes of twenty. Taken from the left hand
side of the 320 mill sheet. Panes F & H, Head plate
2/2A and Duty plates 15 &16/20 respectively. Corner
crease affecting top right hand stamp of top pane
nevertheless a magnificent multiple with lovely fresh
colour, gum and centring. Spec. K34(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614130 £875.00 

J 363 SG206var 1887 41/2d Deep green & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty. Taken from the left hand side of the 320 mill
sheet. Pane A, Head plate 2A with three date cuts at
left of top two rows and Duty plate 9. Lovely colour
and gum, scarce as a complete pane. Spec. K34(2). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614128 £425.00 
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J 364 SG206var 1887 41/2d Deep green & carmine "Jubilee".

Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty. Taken from the left hand side of the 320 mill
sheet. Pane B, Head plate 2A and Duty plate 13.
Lovely colour and gum, scarce as a complete pane.
Spec. K34(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614129 £425.00 

J 365 SG206var 1887 41/2d Green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty. Taken from the left hand side of the 320 mill
sheet. Pane G, Head plate 2/2A Duty plate 12. Lovely
colour and gum, scarce as a complete pane. Spec.
K34(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614127 £395.00 

J 366 SG206var 1887 41/2d Green & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty. Taken from the left hand side of the 320 mill
sheet, Pane A, showing variety "Damage to inner
frame lines" from position R.3/2 Head plate 2A with
three date cuts at left of top two rows and Duty plate
9. Lovely colour and gum, scarce as a complete pane.
Spec. K34(1)g. Ex. Aureum.
P15614126 SOLD

l 367 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
I). Very fine duty plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) without endorsements.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611320 £1,850.00 

l 368 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "12
AUG 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611318 £1,850.00 

l 369 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
I). Very fine duty plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "13 AUG 86". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611321 £1,850.00 

l 370 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine proof printed in black on white glazed card (92 x
60mm) endorsed "AFTER HARDENING" and dated "13
AUG 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611319 £1,850.00 

l 371 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
II). Very fine duty plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "9 NOV 86". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611323 £1,850.00 

l 372 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
II). Very fine duty plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING", dated "9 NOV 86" and annotated at foot
"2nd Die". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611324 £1,850.00 

l 373 SG207var 1887 5d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
INNER LINE" with marginal line in black set close and
the duty plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide. Both
dated "August 19th 87" and initialled "WWD" (William
Warren De La Rue). Believed to be a unique set of
instructions to the composing room for the divisional
leads of the marginal rules. Stunning exhibition
showpiece. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613021 £8,000.00 

l 374 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
I). Very fine duty plate proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (48 x 22mm) endorsed in
manuscript "Oct 1, 240 Leads" and "1886" in red ink.
Unique. Listed in Wiseman as FKC-1. Ex. DLR Archive
& Aureum.
P15611381 £1,750.00 

l 375 SG207var 1886 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
I). Very fine duty plate proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (53 x 25mm) endorsed on
proof in manuscript "2nd Die" and "Dec, 16, 240
Leads" on card. Originally offered from the DLR
Archive sale and listed in Wiseman as FKC-3, Die II it
is actually a proof taken from duty Die I. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611383 £1,750.00 

l 376 SG207var 1887 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die I
& II). Very fine pair of duty plate die proofs cut to
stamp size and mounted on buff card (52 x 53mm)
endorsed on proofs in manuscript "1st Die" & "2nd
Die" and both initialled "G.F.S." at foot, additionally
endorsed at foot of buff card "12 Leads from each die
for repairs Feb 1st 1887". Originally offered from the
DLR Archive sale and listed in Wiseman as FKC-4,
unknowingly DLR endorsed both proofs incorrectly
and should be transposed. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611384 £3,800.00 

l 377 SG207a var 1888 5d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof (Die
II). Very fine duty plate proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (47 x 40mm) endorsed in
manuscript "Jan 10, 240 Leads/ Jan 16, 240 Leads/
Jan 21, 240 Leads" and dated "1888". Unique. Listed
in Wiseman as FKC-5. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611382 £1,750.00 

l 378 SG207var 1888 5d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine head plate proof cut to stamp size and mounted
on buff card (52 x 46mm) endorsed "Jan 21, 160
Leads/ Feb 7, 240 Leads/ Feb 13, 240 Leads". Unique.
Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611385 £1,750.00 

q 379 SG207var 1888 5d Dull purple and bright blue
"Jubilee" (Die I). Very fine and fresh unused o.g.
imperforate imprimatur. Minor tone spot at top right
nevertheless scarce and presentable. Cat £800. Ex.
Aureum.
P16700806 £575.00 

S 380 SG207s 1887 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 1). Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K35s. Ex Aureum.
P15613928 £160.00 

S 381 SG207s 1887 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 1). Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom marginal example
overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K35s. Ex
Aureum.
P15613930 £160.00 

S 382 SG207s 1887 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 1). Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 12. Scarce with this overprint type.
Spec. K35s. Ex Aureum.
P15613924 £190.00 

S 383 SG207s 1887 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 1). Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner
marginal pair overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 12. Scarce
with this overprint type. Spec. K35s. Ex Aureum.
P15613926 £395.00 

S 384 SG207s 1887 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 1). Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. top right hand corner
marginal block of six overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9,
some minor gum wrinkles nevertheless a scarce block
of fine appearance. Spec. K35s. Ex Aureum.
P15613931 £750.00 

q 385 SG207a var 1888 5d Dull purple & ultramarine (Die 2).
Very fine unused o.g. right hand marginal imperforate
imprimatur. Close at left and light diagonal crease
nevertheless extremely rare, only six examples have
been removed from the imprimatur sheet of which
only four exist in private hands. Cat. £10,000. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612392 £7,500.00 
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H 386 SG207a var 1888 5d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee" (Die

2). Very fine unused o.g. example overprinted
"CANCELLED" type 14. Scarce. Spec. K36(1)t. Ex
Aureum.
P15613913 £1,250.00 

J 387 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and bright blue "Jubilee"
(Die II). Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. right hand
marginal example from marginal setting 3 with
continuous head rule and short duty bars. Spec.
K36(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614161 £60.00 

J 388 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and blue "Jubilee" (Die II).
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom marginal
example from marginal setting 3 with continuous
head rule and short duty bars. Spec. K36(1). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614162 £60.00 

H 389 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and bright blue "Jubilee"
(Die II). Very fine unused o.g. example. Spec. K36(2).
Ex. Aureum.
P16700802 £42.00 

J 390 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and bright blue "Jubilee"
(Die II). Very fine unmounted o.g. example. Spec.
K36(2). Ex. Aureum.
P16700804 £60.00 

J 391 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple & bright blue (Die 2).
Very fine unmounted o.g. top marginal example from
position R.1/8 showing variety "damaged lion in NW
corner of shield". Scarce. Spec. K36(2)b. Ex Aureum.
P15613933 SOLD

J 392 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and blue "Jubilee" (Die II).
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. top left hand
corner marginal vertical strip of four from marginal
setting 3 with continuous head rule and short duty
bars. Spec. K36(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614165 SOLD

J 393 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and blue "Jubilee" (Die II).
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. left hand marginal
interpannaeu gutter block of four from marginal
setting 3 with continuous head rule and short duty
bars. Light diagonal crease affecting bottom left hand
stamp nevertheless an attractive multiple, intact
interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult to find.
Spec. K39(1). Ex. Aureum. Spec. K36(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614163 £250.00 

J 394 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple and blue "Jubilee" (Die II).
Superb unmounted o.g. left hand marginal
interpannaeu gutter block of four from marginal
setting 3 with continuous head rule and short duty
bars. Intact interpannaeu pieces are particularly
difficult to find. Scarce, lovely colour, gum & centring.
Spec. K39(1). Ex. Aureum. Spec. K36(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614164 SOLD

J 395 SG207a 1888 5d Dull purple & blue (Die 2). Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
block of four from the lower pane of Pl's.H9/D3,
printed in setting 2 with continuous jubilee lines. Very
light gum wrinkle on lower pair nevertheless a very
rare positional piece, setting 2 was only used for the
1888 Aug/Sep printing which constituted
approximately only 10% of the total print run, only
slightly more than the whole die 1 printing. Ex
Aureum.
P15613932 £575.00 

§ 396 SG207awi 1888 5d Dull purple and bright blue
"Jubilee" (Die II, Wmk. Inverted). Very fine used
example of this difficult watermark variety, neatly
cancelled by a London 1893 double ring cds. Very
scarce so fine. Spec. K36(2)a. Ex Aureum.
P16700805 £1,250.00 

q 397 SG208var 1884 6d "Jubilee" Hand Painted Essay. Very
fine hand painted essay of G.R. Smith's design with
Carey's borders in purple and pink on buff and in a
similar design to that of the issued 5d issue, affixed
to a piece of white card (33 x 36mm). A spectacular
and unique essay. Ex. Aureum.
P15611391 SOLD

q 398 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Essay (Line Perf 14). Very
fine bottom left hand corner marginal unadopted trial
as Type B, printed in mauve with additional
embossing to parts of the design and solid colour
circle in head area. Numerous minor differences can
be seen compared to the eventual adopted design the
most obvious of which is the additional line under the
"d" of 6d. Endorsed in manuscript within sheet margin
"Red Shade". Very scarce. 2014 BPA Cert. Ex. Aureum.
P15613170 £6,500.00 

q 399 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Essay (Line Perf 14). Very
fine top marginal unadopted trial as Type B, printed in
pale green with additional embossing to parts of the
design and solid colour circle in head area. Numerous
minor differences can be seen compared to the
eventual adopted design the most obvious of which is
the additional line under the "d" of 6d. Very scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613171 £6,500.00 

l 400 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine
embossed die proof of the Type B unadopted design
with head area void, numerous minor differences can
be seen to the issued design the most obvious of
which is the additional line under the "d" of 6d. Very
scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611330 £4,000.00 

l 401 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof of the Type A unadopted design with head area
void, numerous minor differences can be seen to the
issued design the most obvious of which is the
additional line under the "d" of 6d. Very scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611329 £4,000.00 

l 402 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine
example of the accepted design printed in black on
white glazed card (60 x 35mm), endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "17 MAY 86". These unusually
small cards found only on the 6d value were due to a
temporary shortage of card. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611325 £1,800.00 

l 403 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm),
endorsed "AFTER HARDENING" and dated "19 MAY
86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611327 £1,800.00 

l 404 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 41mm),
endorsed "AFTER STRIKING" and dated "26 JUL 00".
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611328 £1,800.00 

l 405 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof Essay. Very fine
embossed die proof essay of the Type B unadopted
design with head area void, numerous minor
differences can be seen to the issued design the most
obvious of which is the additional line under the "d" of
6d. Cut to stamp size and mounted on buff card (49 x
28mm) endorsed "Jan 2, 18 Leads". Unique. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611386 £4,000.00 

l 406 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on card (55 x
57mm) endorsed "Jan 14, 240 Leads/ Jan 23, 240
Leads/ 6-949/ 7-950". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611388 £1,800.00 
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l 407 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die

proof cut to stamp size and mounted on card (52 x
58mm) endorsed "July 20, 240 Leads 10/1037/ Aug
4th, 240 Leads 11/1038". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611390 £1,800.00 

l 408 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on card (52 x
58mm) endorsed "July 8, 240 Leads 8/974/ Augt 6,
240 Leads 9/975". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611389 £1,800.00 

l 409 SG208var 1886 6d "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on buff card (49
x 28mm) endorsed "Aug 25, 240 Leads, 5/771" and
dated "1886" in red. Unique. Cat £1800. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611387 £1,500.00 

q 410 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf 14).
Very fine perforated colour trial printed in green on
rose-red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Rare.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613115 £7,000.00 

q 411 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Comb Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial printed in purple
on cerise, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Rare.
Ex "Maximus" & Aureum.
P15613113 £7,000.00 

q 412 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate colour trial printed in purple on pale
purple, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Rare. Ex.
1976 DLR Archive Sale & Aureum.
P15613111 £7,000.00 

q 413 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf 14).
Very fine bottom marginal perforated colour trial
printed in green on orange, gummed, unwatermarked
paper. Rare. Ex Aureum.
P15613109 £7,000.00 

q 414 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
imperforate colour trial printed in green on rose-red,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Rare. Ex.
"Maximus" & Aureum.
P15613110 £7,000.00 

q 415 SG208var 1887 6d "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
bottom marginal imperforate colour trial printed in
purple on pale pinkish white, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Rare. Ex. Aureum.
P15613112 £7,000.00 

q 416 SG208var 1887 6d Purple/rose-red "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614075 £850.00 

S 417 SG208s 1887 6d Purple/rose-red "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. example overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 12.
Scarce with this specimen type. Ex Aureum.
P15613909 £95.00 

S 418 SG208s 1887 6d Purple/rose-red "Jubilee". Superb
unused o.g. right hand marginal block of four (lower
pair u/m) from setting 1 without jubilee line,
overprinted "SPECIMEN" type 9. Lovely quality. Ex
Aureum.
P15613910 £295.00 

J 419 SG208 1887 6d Purple/rose-red. Superb unmounted
o.g. top left hand corner marginal block of four from
the lower right hand side of the mill sheet. Printed in
setting 2A on paper type five showing watermarked
"D" in side margin. Very scarce, this setting was only
used for approximately 14% of the print run and very
few pieces with watermarked letters have survived.
Spec. K37(1). Ex Aureum.
P15613915 SOLD

J 420 SG208 1887 6d Purple/rose-red plate 9a. Superb
unmounted o.g. left hand corner marginal strip of six
from the lower right hand side of the mill sheet.
Printed in setting 3 with cut under R.20/4. Strip split
into three pair but re-joined in margin leaving stamps
unmounted, this setting was only used for
approximately 11% of the print run and pieces with
jubilee line cuts are particularly difficult especially
from plate 9 (Wiseman rarity L) Spec. K37(1). Ex
Aureum.
P15613918 SOLD

J 421 SG208 1887 6d Purple/rose-red plate 7a or 9a. Superb
unmounted o.g. left hand marginal interpannaeu
block of four from the right hand side of the mill
sheet. Printed in setting 3 with interpannaeu blocks.
Very scarce, this setting was only used for
approximately 11% of the print run and intact
interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult to find
especially in such fine condition Spec. K37(1). Ex
Aureum.
P15613916 £350.00 

J 422 SG208var 1887 6d Slate purple/rose-red. Superb
unmounted o.g. example. Lovely deep colour. Spec.
K37(3). Ex Aureum.
P15613922 £65.00 

J 423 SG208var 1887 6d Slate purple/rose-red. Superb
unmounted o.g. bottom marginal horizontal pair
showing sheet divisional marker between R.20/8&9.
Lovely deep colour. Spec. K37(3). Ex Aureum.
P15613925 £135.00 

H 424 SG208var 1887 6d Slate purple/rose-red. Very fine
unused o.g. bottom marginal block of four (3 stamps
u/m) showing central sheet pinning point between
R.20/6&7. Lovely deep colour. Spec. K37(3). Ex
Aureum.
P15613923 £225.00 

H 425 SG208wi 1887 6d Purple/rose red (Watermark
inverted). Very fine unused o.g. example of this
extremely rare watermark variety. Light vertical crease
nevertheless a very presentable example of which only
3 or 4 mint examples have been recorded. Cat.
£7500. Ex Aureum.
P15612393 £4,750.00 

J 426 SG208a 1887 6d Deep purple/rose-red "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. top right hand corner marginal
example from setting 1 without jubilee line. Ex
Aureum.
P15613914 £65.00 

J 427 SG208a 1887 6d Deep purple/rose-red plate 6a.
Superb unmounted o.g. left hand corner marginal pair
from the lower left hand side of the mill sheet. Printed
in setting 3 with cut under R.20/1. This setting was
only used for approximately 11% of the print run and
pieces with jubilee line cuts are particularly difficult
(Wiseman rarity J) Spec. K37(2). Ex Aureum.
P15613919 £180.00 

J 428 SG208a 1887 6d Deep purple/rose-red. Very fine
unmounted o.g. left hand marginal strip of four from
the upper pane on the right hand side of the mill
sheet. Printed in setting 3 with interpannaeu blocks.
Scarce, this setting was only used for approximately
11% of the print run. Spec. K37(2). Ex Aureum.
P15613917 £250.00 

l 429 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof
(Type A). Very fine head plate proof printed in black
on white glazed card (57 x 60mm) initialled at foot
"G.H.". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611335 £1,800.00 

l 430 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof
(Type A). Very fine head plate proof printed in black
on white glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "10 JUN 86". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611332 £1,800.00 
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l 431 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very

fine duty plate proof printed in black on white glazed
card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING",
dated "29 JUN 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611331 £2,100.00 

l 432 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof
(Type B). Very fine head plate proof printed in black
on white glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "5 JUL 90". Scarce die II head
with larger pendant curl. Ex. Aureum.
P15611336 £2,100.00 

l 433 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof
(Type A). Very fine head plate proof printed in black
on white glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated "18 AUG 86"
and endorsed "Die 1" at foot. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611333 £1,800.00 

l 434 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof
(Type A). Very fine head plate proof printed in black
on white glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "AFTER
STRIKING", dated "6 SEP 87" and initialled "C.S.".
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611334 £1,800.00 

l 435 SG209var 1886 9d "Jubilee" Die proof's. Very fine set
of three die proofs, one duty die and both head dies I
& II (Die II with larger pendant curl) all cut to stamp
size and mounted on card (41 x 110mm) endorsed
with corresponding die number above each proof.
Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611392 £4,250.00 

l 436 SG209var 1887 9d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide and
the duty plate proof with marginal line in red set close
and endorsed "THE RED TO BE MADE UP BY CUTTING
THE EDGE ON THE DIVISION LEADS OF THE INNER LINE
DOWN TO THE SAME PLANE AS THE LINE" with an
additional 9d as issued alongside with marginal line
added in blue ink. Both dated "August 19th 87" and
initialled "WWD" (William Warren De La Rue). Believed
to be a unique set of instructions to the composing
room for the divisional leads of the marginal rules.
Stunning exhibition showpiece. Ex. Stothert &
Aureum.
P15613022 £8,000.00 

l 437 SG209var 1887 9d "Jubilee" Die Proof (Head Die I,
small pendant curl). Very fine head plate die proof cut
to stamp size and mounted on buff card (48 x 34mm)
Initialled on proof at top right and endorsed "20
Leads, Jan 29 1887" on card. Unique. Cat £1700. Ex.
DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611393 £1,450.00 

l 438 SG209var 1887 9d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof. Very
fine duty plate die proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (55 x 58mm) endorsed "July 7,
20 Leads/ 6 Extra Leads July 16" and "Plate Chgd
Dec.7.86." in red. Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611395 £2,000.00

l 439 SG209var 1887 9d "Jubilee" Die Proof (Head Die I,
small pendant curl). Very fine head plate die proof cut
to stamp size and mounted on buff card (51 x 52mm)
endorsed "July 29, 60 Leads/ Aug 24, 100 Leads/ July
16, 6 Extra Leads" and "9d Die, Plate Chgd Dec.7.86."
in red. Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611394 £1,700.00 

q 440 SG209var 1887 9d Purple and blue "Jubilee". Very fine
unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614076 £850.00 

S 441 SG209s 1887 9d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee". Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K38(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613831 £70.00 

S 442 SG209s 1887 9d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee". Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 12. Scarce with this specimen type.
Spec. K38(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613832 £110.00 

J 443 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & Bright blue "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. top marginal
example from marginal setting 3, jubilee lines with
head plate lines cut away at corner. Spec. K38(2). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614146 £220.00 

J 444 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & Bright blue "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom left hand
corner marginal example from marginal setting 3,
jubilee lines with head plate lines cut away at corner.
Spec. K38(2). Ex. Aureum.
P15614142 £220.00 

J 445 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & Bright blue (Intense
shade) "Jubilee". Superb unmounted o.g. bottom
marginal horizontal pair, with wonderful intense
colour. Spec. Spec. K38(2)var. Ex. Aureum.
P15614141 £550.00 

J 446 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee". Fine
unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
sheet margin, Pane O from the right hand side of the
320 Mill sheet, marginal setting 3a/b. A couple light
gum tones and reinforced perforations between the
second and third columns nevertheless a difficult
multiple. Spec. K38(2). Cat £2200. Ex. Aureum.
P15614139 £1,100.00 

J 447 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & bright blue "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty
with full sheet margin, Pane A from the left hand side
of the 320 Mill sheet, marginal setting 3a/b. A couple
light gum tones nevertheless a scarce multiple with
wonderful intense colour. Spec. K38(2). Cat £4400.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614138 £3,250.00 

J 448 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
sheet margin, Pane C from the left hand side of the
320 Mill sheet, marginal setting 3a/b. A few
reinforced perforations in sheet margin and some
light wrinkling as to be expected nevertheless a
difficult multiple. Spec. K38(2). Cat £2200. Ex.
Aureum.
P15614140 £1,950.00 

J 449 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & Bright blue "Jubilee".
Very fine and fresh unmounted o.g. top marginal
block of four from marginal setting 3, jubilee lines
with head plate lines cut away at corner. Spec. K38(2).
Ex. Aureum.
P15614145 £900.00

H 450 SG209var 1887 9d Slate purple & blue "Jubilee". Very
fine unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
horizontal strip of three from marginal setting 2,
without jubilee lines but horizontal lined blocks added
and showing part of "POSTAGE" watermark in
interpannaeu gutter margin, setting 2 originates from
the 4th, 160 set printing and represents
approximately 9.9% of the total print run. A scarce
positional piece. Wiseman rarity J. Spec. K38(3). Ex.
Aureum.
P15614144 £550.00 

J 451 SG209var 1887 9d Dull purple & blue "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom right hand
corner marginal block of six from marginal setting 1,
without jubilee lines or horizontal lined blocks and
showing part of "POSTAGE" watermark in interpannaeu
gutter margin, setting 1 originates from the 1st, 2nd
& 3rd 20 set printings representing approximately
11.2% of the total print run. A couple light wrinkles as
to be expected on multiples of this size nevertheless a
scarce positional piece of this difficult setting.
Wiseman rarity J. Spec. K38(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614143 £950.00 
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q 452 SG210var 1889 10d "Jubilee" Essay. Very fine hand

painted essay in red & green with details of the design
highlighted in Chinese white and cancelled with a
manuscript pen cross, executed on a piece of tracing
paper (65 x 85mm) numbered "6" and dated "March
15/89". One of a series of 10 essays produced by DLR
for the new 10d value. A spectacular and unique
essay. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613174 £9,500.00 

l 453 SG210var 1889 10d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine example printed in black on white glazed
card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and
dated "14 AUG 89". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611337 £2,100.00 

l 454 SG210var 1889 10d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine duty die "7" (Type B) example printed in
black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm), endorsed
"BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "14 AUG 89". Ex.
Aureum.
P15613014 £2,700.00 

l 455 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Marginal Setting Die
Proofs. Very fine set of two sunken die proofs, the
head plate proof endorsed "DIVISION LEAD OF THE
OUTER LINE" with marginal line in black set wide and
the duty plate proof with marginal line in red set close
and endorsed "THE RED TO BE MADE UP BY CUTTING
THE EDGE ON THE DIVISION LEADS OF THE INNER LINE
DOWN TO THE SAME PLANE AS THE LINE" with an
additional 10d as issued alongside with marginal line
added in red ink. Both dated "February 28th 90" and
initialled "T.A.P.". Believed to be a unique set of
instructions to the composing room for the divisional
leads of the marginal rules. Stunning exhibition
showpiece. Ex. Stothert & Aureum.
P15613023 £8,000.00 

l 456 SG210var 1889 10d "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof.
Very fine head plate die proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on card (59 x 49mm) endorsed "April 17, 6
Leads". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611397 £1,850.00 

l 457 SG210var 1889 10d "Jubilee" Duty Plate Die Proof.
Very fine duty plate die proof cut to stamp size and
mounted on buff card (51 x 38mm) endorsed "Aug
23, 20Leads". Unique, listed by Wiseman as the only
recorded 10d duty plate striking book piece Spec.
FNc-3. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611396 £2,100.00 

q 458 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf 14).
Very fine perforated colour trial on blue, gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in green
and duty plate in orange. Ex. Aureum.
P15613142 £7,000.00 

q 459 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on blue,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in blue. Ex. Aureum.
P15613143 £7,000.00 

q 460 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on blue,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in violet. Ex. Aureum.
P15613144 £7,000.00 

q 461 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on red, gummed,
Crown watermarked paper. Head plate printed in
green and duty plate in blue. trimmed perforations at
right nevertheless an attractive example of this scarce
colour trial. Cat £7000. Ex. "Maximus" & Aureum.
P15613154 £4,950.00 

q 462 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in bright purple.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613156 £7,000.00 

q 463 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in violet. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613155 £7,000.00 

q 464 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on yellow,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in bright purple. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613149 £7,000.00 

q 465 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in bright purple. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613135 £7,000.00 

q 466 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in brown. Ex. Aureum.
P15613136 £7,000.00 

q 467 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal perforated colour trial
on white, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head
plate printed in green and duty plate in blue. Ex.
Silkin & Aureum.
P15613134 £7,000.00 

q 468 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine bottom marginal partially perforated
colour trial on white, gummed, Crown watermarked
paper. Head plate printed in green and duty plate in
red. Ex. Aureum.
P15613138 £7,000.00 

q 469 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in red. Ex. Silkin &
Aureum.
P15613132 £7,000.00 

q 470 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in blue. Ex Aureum.
P15613131 £7,000.00 

q 471 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper tied to a small
piece. Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in
brown. Ex Aureum.
P15613140 £7,000.00 

q 472 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine partially perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in brown. Ex Aureum.
P15613133 £7,000.00 

q 473 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in yellow-green. Ex
Aureum.
P15613137 £7,000.00 

q 474 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine perforated colour
trial on yellow, gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in yellow-
green. Ex. Aureum.
P15613153 £7,000.00 
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q 475 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.

Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine perforated colour
trial on yellow, gummed, Crown watermarked paper.
Head plate printed in purple and duty plate in blue.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613151 £7,000.00 

q 476 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on yellow, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in brown. Ex. Aureum.
P15613150 £7,000.00 

q 477 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on yellow, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in red. Ex. Aureum.
P15613152 £7,000.00 

q 478 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on blue, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in blue-green. Light diagonal crease at
lower right nevertheless an attractive example of this
very scarce colour trial. Cat £7000. Ex. "Maximus" &
Aureum.
P15613147 £5,500.00 

q 479 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on blue, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in orange. Ex. Aureum.
P15613145 £7,000.00 

q 480 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on blue, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in brown. Ex. Aureum.
P15613146 £7,000.00 

q 481 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on red, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in red. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613162 £7,000.00 

q 482 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in yellow-green.
Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613163 £7,000.00 

q 483 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on red, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in brown. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613159 £7,000.00 

q 484 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in purple and duty plate in blue-green. Scarce.
Ex. Maximus, Ernest Good & Aureum.
P15613161 £7,000.00 

q 485 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Wmk.
Inverted, Line Perf 14). Very fine top marginal
perforated colour trial on red, gummed, Crown
watermarked paper. Head plate printed in purple and
duty plate in blue. Scarce. Ex. "Maximus" & Aureum.
P15613160 £7,000.00

q 486 SG210var 1892 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine top marginal perforated colour trial on
red, gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in red. Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613157 £7,000.00 

q 487 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper. Head plate
printed in green and duty plate in red with a crisp
black Bedford Street S.O. W.C. trial cancellation for
JA.27.1890. Very scarce. Ex. M H Stothert & Aureum.
P15613139 £6,500.00 

q 488 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper tied to a small
piece by a crisp black "BO1" trial cancellation. Head
plate printed in green and duty plate in red. Very
scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613166 £7,000.00 

q 489 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper tied to a small
piece by a crisp black "BO1" trial cancellation. Head
plate printed in green and duty plate in blue. Very
scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613165 £7,000.00 

q 490 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Very fine perforated colour trial on white,
gummed, Crown watermarked paper tied to a small
piece by a crisp black "BO1" trial cancellation. Head
plate printed in purple and duty plate in brown. Very
scarce. Ex Aureum.
P15613164 £7,000.00 

q 491 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trials. A
magnificent piece from the DLR archives bearing two
10d colour trial's on white, Crown watermarked paper
(Line perf 14) with the head plate printed in dull
purple and the duty plate in blue with an additional
pair of 9d Dull purple & blue's (SG 209) as issued. The
left hand stamp of both values cancelled by a crisp
black "B01" trial cancellation. Endorsed at top left in
manuscript "1890 Colour Trials" and each row
numbered "1" & "2" respectively. A spectacular
exhibition showpiece, Unique in private hands. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613167 £17,000.00 

q 492 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trials. A
magnificent piece from the DLR archives bearing four
10d colour trial's on white, Crown watermarked paper
(Line perf 14) the top pair with the head plate's
printed in green and the duty plate's in bright purple
and the bottom pairs head plate's printed in purple
and the duty plate's in red. The left hand stamp of
both trials cancelled by a crisp black "B01" trial
cancellations. Numbered in manuscript next to each
row "6" & "7" respectively with "Colour Adopted"
endorsed next to the 10d in purple and red. A
spectacular exhibition showpiece, Unique in private
hands. Ex. Aureum.
P15613168 £28,000.00 

q 493 SG210var 1890 10d "Jubilee" Colour Trial (Line Perf
14). Superb perforated colour trial on thick white card
with the head plate printed in black and the duty plate
in red. Endorsed on face "CANCELLED" in diagonal
manuscript by J.S. Purcell. A spectacular trial of the
utmost rarity believed to be unique in private hands,
an uncancelled partially perforated left hand marginal
pair resides in the R.M. Phillips collection in the BPMA.
2004 BPA Cert. Ex. Samuel & Aureum.
P15613169 £7,000.00 

q 494 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple and carmine. Superb
unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Extremely rare,
only six stamps have been removed from the
imprimatur sheet, all from pane H positions R.3/4,5 &
6 and R.4/4,5 and 6 of which this is R.3/3. Only four
are now believed to exist in private hands of which at
least one is torn. Ex Shaida & Aureum.
P15612395 £35,000.00 
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S 495 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine. Very fine

and fresh unused o.g. corner marginal example
overprinted "CANCELLED" type 14 from Pane D R.1/1.
Rare to find with sheet margin still attached. Spec.
K39(1)t. 2000 BPA Cert. Ex Aureum.
P15613834 £1,650.00 

S 496 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine. Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"CANCELLED" type 14. Very scarce. Spec. K39(1)t.
2000 BPA Cert. Ex Aureum.
P15613833 £1,500.00 

S 497 SG210s 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine. Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 9. Spec. K39(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613835 £110.00 

S 498 SG210s 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine. Very fine
and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty
(Pane A, from the right hand mill sheet), overprinted
"SPECIMEN" type 9. Very rare, possibly unique as a
complete pane. Spec. K39(1)s. Ex Aureum.
P15613836 £2,750.00 

S 499 SG210s 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Fine unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner
marginal block of nine from marginal setting 2, with
jubilee lines head plate cut away at corners and
horizontal lined blocks. Overprinted "SPECIMEN" type
15 twice. Light vertical gum creasing nevertheless a
spectacular multiple of this very rare specimen
overprint. Spec. K39(1)u. Cat £2900. Ex Aureum.
P15614147 £1,650.00 

J 500 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty with full selvedge from marginal setting 2B,
from printing 15 with the new 1900 head plate 2 with
horizontal lined blocks and marginal rules with head
plate rules cut away at corners and showing
chamfered ends. Taken from the right hand side of
the 320 mill sheet, Pane O, 80 set issue representing
15% of the total print run. A couple light gum wrinkles
as to be expected not detracting from this attractive
pane from this difficult printing. Spec. K33(1). Ex.
Aureum.
P16700810 SOLD

J 501 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from marginal setting 2A, horizontal lined
blocks and marginal rules with head plate rules cut
away at corners. Taken from the left hand side of the
320 mill sheet, Pane B. Small surface scuff on R.3/5
nevertheless scarce as a complete pane. Spec. K33(1).
Cat £2000+. Ex. Aureum.
P16700809 £1,750.00 

J 502 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine unmounted o.g. complete pane of twenty with full
selvedge from marginal setting 2A, horizontal lined
blocks and marginal rules with head plate rules cut
away at corners. Taken from the right hand side of
the 320 mill sheet, Pane O. Light diagonal crease
affecting second column nevertheless scarce as a
complete pane. Spec. K33(1). Cat £2000+. Ex.
Aureum.
P16700808 £1,500.00 

J 503 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom marginal block
of fifteen from marginal setting 1 with vertical lined
blocks and marginal rules with head plate rule cut
away at corners. Each row officially defaced with a pair
of horizontal red inked, ruled lines. A spectacular
multiple of this rare marginal setting and a wonderful
exhibition showpiece of the utmost rarity. Spec.
K33(1)var. Ex. Aureum.
P16700812 £3,250.00

J 504 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Superb unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal
example from marginal setting 1 with vertical lined
blocks and marginal rules with head plate rule cut
away at corner. A wonderful positional example of this
rare 10d "Jubilee" setting. Spec. K33(1)var. Ex.
Aureum.
P16700813 £1,750.00 

J 505 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom left hand
corner marginal horizontal pair from marginal setting
2, with head plate line cut away at corner and
horizontal lined blocks. An attractive multiple. Spec.
K39(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614152 £195.00 

J 506 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. top left hand corner
marginal example from marginal setting 2, with head
plate line cut away at corner and horizontal lined
blocks, showing an unusual wobbly frame line to right
hand value tablet. Spec. K39(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614156 £110.00 

J 507 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. top right hand corner
marginal horizontal pair from marginal setting 2, with
head plate line cut away at corner showing "Damaged
left tablet" variety. Spec. K39(1)c. Ex. Aureum.
P15614154 £475.00 

J 508 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. left hand corner
marginal vertical strip of four from marginal setting 2
pane H, with head plate line cut away at corner and
horizontal lined blocks. Showing variety on bottom
example "Damage to left tablet and break to left of 1
at right" from Position R.4/1. Diagonal bend affecting
top stamp nevertheless an attractive positional piece.
Spec. K39(1)g. Ex. Aureum.
P15614155 £550.00 

§ 509 SG210 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee". Fine
used complete bottom marginal horizontal row of five
from marginal setting 1 with vertical lined blocks and
marginal rules with head plate rule cut away at corner.
Each stamp cancelled by a London "E.C.3" obliterator.
A couple perforation reinforcements, light toning and
minor water damage nevertheless a wonderful
positional example of this rare 10d "Jubilee" setting,
seldom seen used. Spec. K33(1)var. Ex. Aureum.
P16700814 £1,250.00 

J 510 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Superb unmounted o.g. block of four showing
"Damaged lower ornament" variety on top left hand
stamp, from pane D, position R.1/1. Spec. K39(1)d.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614158 £650.00 

J 511 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner
marginal example from marginal setting 2, with head
plate line cut away at corner and horizontal lined
blocks, showing "Crack above right value tablet"
variety from Pane C, Position R. 4/5. Scarce variety.
Spec. K39(1)e. Ex. Aureum.
P15614160 £375.00 

J 512 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner
marginal example from marginal setting 2, with head
plate line cut away at corner and horizontal lined
blocks, showing "Clipped S.W. corner to right value
tablet and cracked plate" variety from Pane D, Position
R. 4/1. Light gum tone on reverse not detracting from
this scarce variety. Spec. K39(1)e. Ex. Aureum.
P15614157 £375.00 
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J 513 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".

Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner
marginal block of four from marginal setting 2, with
head plate line cut away at corner and horizontal lined
blocks. Vertical gum crease affecting right hand pair a
nevertheless scarce and attractive multiple. Spec.
K39(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614151 £225.00 

J 514 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner
marginal block of four from marginal setting 2, with
head plate line cut away at corners and horizontal
lined blocks. Light gum tone on bottom right hand
stamp nevertheless scarce and attractive multiple.
Spec. K39(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614149 £375.00 

J 515 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee"
(Repp Paper). Very fine unmounted o.g. bottom right
hand corner marginal block of four from marginal
setting 2, with jubilee lines, head plate line cut away
at corners and horizontal lined blocks, printed on
Repp "Ribbed" paper. Spec. K39(1). Ex. Aureum.
P15614148 £550.00 

J 516 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Very fine unmounted o.g. interpannaeu marginal
block of four showing the cross section of the sheet
margin and a corner example from each pane.
Marginal setting 2B, with head plate line cut away at
corners and horizontal lined blocks, from the 80 set
printings from 1894 onwards. A couple light wrinkles
and some minor perforation damage at left
nevertheless a spectacular multiple, intact
interpannaeu pieces are particularly difficult to find
and central interpannaeu pieces showing examples
from each pane are almost unheard of. Spec. K39(1).
Ex. Aureum.
P15614150 £550.00 

J 517 SG210var 1890 10d Dull purple & carmine "Jubilee".
Superb unmounted o.g. right hand marginal block of
twelve showing "Dot in 0 of left hand 10d" variety on
bottom right hand stamp, marginal setting 2 from
pane E position R.4/5. To be listed in the next Great
Britain Queen Victoria Specialised Volume 1 catalogue
as Spec. K39(1)h. Ex. Aureum.
P15614159 £1,200.00 

H 518 SG210aa 1890 10d Dull purple & deep dull carmine.
Superb unused o.g. bottom marginal imperforate
example with "Jubilee" line in sheet margin. Very rare,
believed to be one of only two or three examples in
private hands. Ex Shaida & Aureum
P15612394 £17,500.00 

J 519 SG210b 1890 10d Dull purple & scarlet "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. bottom left hand
corner marginal vertical pair from marginal setting 2,
with head plate line cut away at corner and horizontal
lined blocks. An attractive multiple of this difficult
shade. Spec. K39(3). Ex. Aureum.
P15614153 £375.00 

J 520 SG210b 1890 10d Dull purple & scarlet "Jubilee". Very
fine and fresh unmounted o.g. complete pane of
twenty with full selvedge from marginal setting 2A,
horizontal lined blocks and marginal rules with head
plate rules cut away at corners. Taken from the left
hand side of the 320 mill sheet, Pane H. A wonderful
complete pane of this difficult shade and the first we
have handled in over fifteen years. Spec. K33(3). Ex.
Aureum.
P16700811 £3,500.00 

l 521 SG211var 1886 1s "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
endorsed "BEFORE HARDENING" and dated "24 MAR
86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611343 £2,100.00 

l 522 SG211var 1886 1s "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine proof
printed in black on white glazed card (92 x 60mm)
dated "27 MAR 86". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611344 £2,100.00 

l 523 SG211var 1887 1s "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on card (58 x
56mm) endorsed "Jan 29, 240 Leads/ Feb 7, 240
Leads, 6/951, 7/952". Unique. Ex. DLR Archive &
Aureum.
P15611399 £1,850.00 

l 524 SG211var 1887 1s "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on card (57 x
53mm) endorsed "June 2, 240 Leads, 8/999". Unique.
Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15611400 SOLD

l 525 SG211var 1886 1s "Jubilee" Die Proof. Very fine die
proof cut to stamp size and mounted on buff card (53
x 55mm) endorsed "July 8, July 14, 2 Formes, 240
Leads each. 6 extra Leads July 14" with additional red
ink inscriptions removed. Unique. Cat £1850. Ex. DLR
Archive & Aureum.
P15611398 £1,450.00 

q 526 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in pale blue on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613122 £2,400.00 

q 527 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in bright blue on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613123 £2,400.00 

q 528 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in violet on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613124 £2,400.00 

q 529 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in dull purple on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613126 £2,400.00 

q 530 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in bright purple on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613125 £2,400.00

q 531 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in emerald on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613121 £2,400.00 

q 532 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in orange-brown on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613118 £2,400.00 

q 533 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in deep brown on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613127 £2,400.00 

q 534 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in crimson on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613116 £2,400.00 
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q 535 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine

unused example printed in carmine-red on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613117 £2,400.00 

q 536 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine top
marginal example printed in emerald on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613129 £2,400.00 

q 537 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in olive on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613120 £2,400.00 

q 538 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in slate on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613128 £2,400.00 

q 539 SG211var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Colour Trial. Very fine
unused example printed in yellow on crown
watermarked, gummed paper. Produced as proposed
colour trials for the 1900 1s bicolour issue. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15613119 £2,400.00 

q 540 SG211var 1887 1s Dull green "Jubilee" plate 3. Very
fine unused o.g. four margin imperforate imprimatur.
Scarce, only 23 examples have been removed from
the imprimatur sheet many of which are in
institutional collections. Ex. Aureum.
P15614078 £800.00 

q 541 SG211var 1887 1s Dull green "Jubilee" plate 4. Very
fine unused o.g. four margin imperforate imprimatur.
Scarce, only 23 examples have been removed from
the imprimatur sheet many of which are in
institutional collections. Ex. Aureum.
P15614079 £800.00 

S 542 SG211var 1888 1s Dull green. Very fine and fresh
unused o.g. example overprinted "CANCELLED" type
14. Very scarce. Spec. K40(1)t. 2000 BPA Cert. Ex
Aureum.
P15613837 £1,450.00 

J 543 SG211 1887 1s Dull green. Superb unmounted o.g.
top marginal example showing sheet division arrow,
printed from setting 1. Lovely deep colour. Spec.
K40(1). Ex Aureum.
P15613849 £375.00 

J 544 SG211 1887 1s Dull green. Superb unmounted o.g.
bottom left hand corner marginal, horizontal strip of
five, printed from setting 1B (120 set issue, left hand
mill sheet) with sheet division arrow intact.
Extraordinarily deep colour, a lovely multiple. Spec.
K40(1). Ex Aureum.
P15613850 £1,850.00 

H 545 SG211var 1887 1s Grey green. Superb unused o.g.
bottom marginal horizontal pair showing complete
sheet division arrow, printed from setting 2. Scarce,
setting 2 was only used for the final 13th printing in
May 1899 which only formed approximately 8% of the
total print run. Spec. K40(2). Ex Ernest Good &
Aureum.
P15613848 SOLD

H 546 SG211wi 1887 1s Dull green (Wmk. Inverted). Very
fine and fresh unused o.g. block of four of this rare
watermark variety lightly mounted on the top two
stamps only. Some very light gum creasing as you
would expect nevertheless of fine appearance and an
extremely rare multiple. Spec. K40(1)a.
P15612397 £6,250.00 

q 547 SG213var 1900 1/2d "Jubilee" Colour trial. Very fine
unused top marginal example printed in dull blue-
green on gummed, unwatermarked paper. Very
scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613031 £2,750.00 

q 548 SG213var 1900 1/2d "Jubilee" Colour trial. Very fine
unused example printed in blue-green on gummed,
unwatermarked paper. Very scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613030 £2,750.00

q 549 SG213var 1900 1/2d "Jubilee" Colour trial. Very fine
unused example printed in lime green on gummed,
unwatermarked paper. Very scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613028 £2,750.00 

q 550 SG213var 1900 1/2d "Jubilee" Colour trial. Very fine
unused horizontal pair printed in dull blue-green on
gummed, unwatermarked paper. Light horizontal
crease below neckline and possibly the only multiple
of this scarce trial in private hands. Cat £5500. Ex.
Ernest Good & Aureum.
P15613054 £4,000.00 

l 551 SG213var 1900 1/2d Green "Jubilee" Plate proof. Very
fine imperforate plate proof printed in green on soft
buff paper. Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15613198 £220.00 

q 552 SG213var 1900 1/2d Blue-green. Very fine unused o.g.
top marginal imperforate imprimatur which originally
adjoined the corner example from the Verus
collection. Extremely rare, although six stamps have
been removed from the imprimatur sheets only this
and the corner example are recorded surviving in
private hands. Ex Latto, Rowse & Aureum. 1996 RPS
Cert.
P15612386 £30,000.00 

S 553 SG213var 1900 1/2d Dull blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine
and fresh unused o.g. example overprinted
"CANCELLED" type 18. Scarce. Spec. K28(1)t. Ex.
Aureum.
P15613195 £1,250.00 

J 554 SG213 1900 1/2d Dull blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom corner marginal control "R"
re-joined block of forty eight consisting of two corner
blocks of twenty four from the left hand side of the
480 mill sheet, perf type E (One extension hole at
foot) showing date cut below R.20/7. A spectacular
multiple with lovely fresh colour, gum and centring.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614067 £295.00 

J 555 SG213 1900 1/2d Bright blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "R" block of eighteen on ribbed paper from the
right hand side of the 480 mill sheet, perf type E (One
extension hole at foot) showing date cuts in right
hand marginal rule from plate 57. Lovely fresh colour,
gum and centring. Ex. Aureum.
P15614066 £175.00 

J 556 SG213 1900 1/2d Bright blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom left hand corner marginal
interpannaeu block of twelve from setting 3 with
pillars between panes from the left hand side of the
480 mill sheet. Lovely fresh colour, gum and centring.
Ex. Aureum.
P15614065 £50.00 

J 557 SG213 1900 1/2d Dull blue-green "Jubilee". Very fine
unmounted o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal
control "R" horizontal strip of three, perf type P, from
the right hand side of the 480 mill sheet with
continuous marginal rule. Ex. Aureum.
P15614064 £35.00 

H 558 SG213wi 1900 1/2d Dull blue-green "Jubilee" (Wmk.
Inverted). Very fine and fresh unused o.g. bottom
marginal block of four (Bottom pair unmounted o.g.)
showing complete central sheet ornament in sheet
margin. Scarce multiple. Ex. Aureum.
P15614001 £275.00 
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H 559 SG213wi 1900 1/2d Blue-green (Wmk.Inverted). Superb

unused o.g. bottom right hand corner marginal "R"
control block of six of this scarce watermark variety
lightly mounted on one stamp only, printed by DLR
from plate 54b. Very rare positional piece. Ex Aureum.
P15613822 £600.00

H 560 SG213b 1900 1/2d Blue-green. Very fine unused o.g.
right hand marginal imperforate example which
originally adjoined the corner block of four from the
Douglas Latto collection (now split into two pairs).
Extremely rare we record only the two aforementioned
pairs and one further single example. Ex Aureum.
P15612385 £7,500.00 

H 561 SG213b 1900 1/2d Blue-green. Very fine unused o.g.
right hand marginal imperforate horizontal pair.
Originally the upper pair from the corner block of four
in the Douglas Latto collection, unfortunately it has
suffered a small central surface rub sometime in the
last 20 years. However, a very presentable example of
this great rarity of which only the aforementioned
corner pair and a further two singles are recorded. Ex
Latto, Shaida & Aureum.
P15612384 £6,750.00 

q 562 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" composite essay. Very fine
unused example of the 1s green affixed to a small
piece of stout white card with the frame overpainted
in rose-lilac and Chinese white. Believed to have been
produced as a preliminary essay for the 1900 1s bi-
coloured issue, the paining in by hand was
presumably so painstakingly slow they resorted to
producing "paste-up" essays with different head and
frame plates. Unrecorded by Wiseman and presently
unlisted but to be included in the next Specialised
Vol.1 catalogue. Unique. 2012 BPA Cert. Ex. Chartwell
& Aureum
P15612376 SOLD

l 563 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Head Plate Die Proof. Very
fine and fresh head plate proof printed in black on
white glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
STRIKING" and Initialled "G.F.S." in manuscript. Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611345 £1,700.00 

l 564 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Frame Plate Die Proof.
Very fine frame plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "BEFORE
HARDENING" and dated "6 FEB 00". Scarce. Ex.
Aureum.
P15611340 £1,700.00 

l 565 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Frame Plate Die Proof.
Very fine and fresh proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated "16 FEB.00". Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611338 £1,700.00 

l 566 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Frame Plate Die Proof.
Very fine and fresh proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated "26 JUL 00". Scarce.
Ex. Aureum.
P15611339 £1,700.00 

l 567 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Frame Plate Die Proof.
Very fine frame plate proof printed in black on white
glazed card (92 x 60mm) endorsed "AFTER
HARDENING", dated "25 SEP 00" and with manuscript
annotations at foot "Die No 10". Scarce. Ex. Aureum.
P15611341 £1,700.00 

l 568 SG214var 1900 1s "Jubilee" Head & Duty Plate Die
proof's. Very fine striking book piece with both head
and duty die proofs for the 1900 1s bi-colour issue,
both proofs cut to stamp size and mounted on a large
piece of card (110 x 102mm) endorsed with
annotations of strikings for all plates, head, frame and
repairs between 19th February 1900 and 29 March
1900. A unique and extremely visual striking book
piece. Ex. DLR Archive & Aureum.
P15613001 SOLD

q 569 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
bright purple duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "5A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612372 £12,500.00 

q 570 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
violet duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x 61mm)
numbered "2A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99". Unique. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612370 £12,500.00 

q 571 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
orange-brown duty plate, mounted on white card (46
x 61mm) numbered "3A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612371 £12,500.00 

q 572 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
emerald duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "7A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612373 £12,500.00 

q 573 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
deep brown duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "8A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612374 £12,500.00 

q 574 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull green head plate and
carmine-red duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "9A" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612375 SOLD

q 575 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
pale blue duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "6" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612366 £12,500.00 

q 576 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
emerald duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "7" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612367 £12,500.00 

q 577 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
deep brown duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "8" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612368 £12,500.00 

q 578 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
olive duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x 61mm)
numbered "4" and endorsed "9 NOV 99". Unique. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612364 £12,500.00 

q 579 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
orange-brown duty plate, mounted on white card (46
x 61mm) numbered "3" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612363 £12,500.00 

q 580 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
crimson duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "9" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612369 £12,500.00 
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q 581 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
bright purple duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x
61mm) numbered "5" and endorsed "9 NOV 99".
Unique. Ex. Aureum.
P15612365 £12,500.00 

q 582 SG214var 1899 1s "Jubilee" colour trial. Superb paste-
up bi-coloured essay with dull purple head plate and
violet duty plate, mounted on white card (46 x 61mm)
numbered "2" and endorsed "9 NOV 99". Unique. Ex.
Aureum.
P15612362 £12,500.00 

q 583 SG214var 1900 1s Green & carmine "Jubilee". Superb
unused o.g. imperforate imprimatur. Extremely rare,
only two stamps have been removed from the
imprimatur sheet from positions R.1/11 & 12, this
being the position 12 example. 1986 BPA Cert. Ex
Rowse & Aureum.
P15612396 £38,000.00 

J 584 SG214 1900 1s Green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. example. Ex Aureum.
P15613844 £100.00 

J 585 SG214 1900 1s Green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. left hand marginal block of four. Ex
Aureum.
P15613846 £475.00 

J 586 SG214 1900 1s Green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top marginal block of four. Ex
Aureum.
P15613847 £475.00 

J 587 SG214 1900 1s Green & carmine. Very fine
unmounted o.g. top left hand corner marginal block
of four. Ex Aureum.
P15613845                                                    SOLD

H 588 SG214var 1900 1s Green & carmine. Very fine unused
o.g. example printed from plate F3a, position R.19/1
showing broken frame variety at left. Scarce. Spec.
K41a. Ex Aureum.
P15613839 £600.00 

H 589 SG214wi 1900 1s Green & carmine (Wmk. Inverted).
Very fine unused o.g. bottom marginal example of
this difficult watermark variety, the inverted "G" of
"POSTAGE" clearly showing in the sheet margin. Scarce
marginal example. Ex Aureum.
P15613838 £1,900.00 
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